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Abstract
We propose a codimension two holography between a gravitational theory on a
d+ 1 dimensional wedge spacetime and a d− 1 dimensional CFT which lives on the
corner of the wedge. Formulating this as a generalization of AdS/CFT, we explain
how to compute the free energy, entanglement entropy and correlation functions of
the dual CFTs from gravity. In this wedge holography, the holographic entangle-
ment entropy is computed by a double minimization procedure. Especially, for a
four dimensional gravity (d = 3), we obtain a two dimensional CFT and the holo-
graphic entanglement entropy perfectly reproduces the known result expected from
the holographic conformal anomaly. We also discuss a lower dimensional example
(d = 2) and find that a universal quantity naturally arises from gravity, which is
analogous to the boundary entropy. Moreover, we consider a gravity on a wedge
region in Lorentzian AdS, which is expected to be dual to a CFT with a space-
like boundary. We formulate this new holography and compute the holographic
entanglement entropy via a Wick rotation of the AdS/BCFT construction. Via a
conformal map, this wedge spacetime is mapped into a geometry where a bubble-of-
nothing expands under time evolution. We reproduce the holographic entanglement
entropy for this gravity dual via CFT calculations.
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1 Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1–3] provides a non-perturbative definition of quantum
gravity on an anti-de Sitter space (AdS) in terms of a lower dimensional conformal field
theory (CFT). Since one of the final goals in string theory is to understand how our
universe is created, it is important to extend the idea of holography [4,5] to more realistic
spacetimes.
Till now, there have been several progresses in this direction by generalizing or deform-
ing the AdS/CFT correspondence. For example, this includes the brane world hologra-
phy [6–8] which proposes a holographic duality between AdS with a finite geometric cutoff
in the radial direction and a CFT coupled to dynamical gravity. By further developing
the brane world approach, a holographic description of de Sitter gravity was proposed
in [9–11]. For holographic duals of de Sitter gravity, there have also been worked out
more direct approaches called dS/CFT by explicitly changing the sign of the cosmologi-
cal constant and by regarding the future/past infinity as the holographic dual boundary
where the dual CFT looks non-unitary [12–14]. There also exists a general approach called
surface/state correspondence, which is applicable to holography in any spacetime [15,16],
regarding codimension two and codimension one surface as a quantum state and a quan-
tum circuit, respectively.
Another approach to extend the standard AdS/CFT is to introduce boundaries on
the manifold where the CFT lives. When a part of conformal symmetry is preserved,
such a theory is called a boundary conformal field theory (BCFT). Holographic duals
of BCFTs, called AdS/BCFT, can be constructed by cutting the AdS along an end-
of-the-world brane with backreactions taken into account [17–20]. One characteristic
feature of AdS/BCFT is that the holographic entanglement entropy [21–25] can have
a contribution from minimal surfaces ending on the end-of-the-world brane, which has
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Figure 1: A sketch of wedge holography.
recently been called an Island. Indeed, by combining the AdS/BCFT with the brane
world holography, the Island phenomena [26, 27] in effective gravity theories have been
derived holographically in [28] (also see [29–36] for more progresses on the applications of
brane world holography and AdS/BCFT to this subject).
The main aim of the present paper is to combine these ideas to explore a novel holo-
graphic duality — we call this wedge holography — between a d + 1 dimensional wedge
space W and a d−1 dimensional CFT on Σ as sketched in Fig. 1. A similar idea of higher
codimension holography was already discussed in the dS/dS correspondence [9, 10] and
also in the context of gravity edge modes [37].
We will study this wedge holography by calculating the free energy, the conformal
anomaly, the entanglement entropy and correlation functions. The results of these com-
putations confirm the proposed holographic relation. In particular, in the d = 3 case, we
show that the conformal anomaly computed from the gravity on-shell action agrees with
that computed from the holographic entanglement entropy. We also analyze Lorentzian
wedge spacetimes which is dual to a CFT on a manifold with a space-like boundary via a
Wick rotation of an Euclidean AdS/BCFT setup. We see that this opens up an interesting
possibility of nucleations of bubbles-of-nothing in AdS and its CFT dual.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present a general formulation
of wedge holography, including computations of the free energy, entanglement entropy
and correlation functions. In section 3, we study the details by focusing on d = 3. In
section 4, we present details in the case of d = 2. In section 5, we give a holographic
connection between wedge holography and the gravity dual of joining two CFTs. In
section 6, we analyze wedge holography for the BTZ spacetime. In section 7, we discuss
Lorentzian wedge spacetimes whose CFT duals have space-like boundaries. In section 8,
we summarize our conclusions and discuss future problems. In appendix A, we present
a short review of the Schwarzian action. In appendix B, we present gravity calculations
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with another choice of UV cutoff.
Note added: When we finished computations and were writing up this paper, we got
aware of the recent paper [38], where a similar codimension two holography and a calcu-
lation of holographic entanglement entropy via double minimizations were independently
considered.
2 Wedge holography in general dimensions
Here, we would like to formulate our codimension two holography, called wedge holog-
raphy, in any dimensions by keeping only a wedge region in the standard AdS/CFT
correspondence. Consider a Poincare AdSd+1 with the AdS radius L, whose metric can
be written in the following two different choices of the coordinates:
ds2 = L2
(
dz2 − dt2 + dx2 +∑d−2i=1 dξ2i
z2
)
(2.1)
= dρ2 + L2 cosh2
ρ
L
(
dy2 − dt2 +∑d−2i=1 dξ2i
y2
)
, (2.2)
where the coordinates (z, x) are related to (ρ, y) via
z =
y
cosh ρ
L
, x = y tanh
ρ
L
. (2.3)
The Euclidean solution is simply obtained by setting t = −itE.
Now, we consider a d+1 dimensional wedge geometry, called Wd+1, in this background
defined by the following limited region in the ρ coordinate introduced in (2.2):
−ρ∗ ≤ ρ ≤ ρ∗, (2.4)
where we call the two boundaries of the wedge i.e. ρ = −ρ∗ and ρ = ρ∗, the d dimensional
suface Q1 and Q2, respectively. As usual in AdS/CFT, we regard the UV cutoff of CFT
as the geometric cutoff z ≥ . This generates an extra d dimensional boundary surface Σ
given by z =  and |x| ≤  sinh ρ∗
L
. This setup of the wedge geometry is depicted in Fig. 2.
We define the classical gravity on this wedge Wd+1 by imposing the Neumann boundary
condition in AdS/BCFT [18,19]:
Kab −Khab = −Thab, (2.5)
4
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Figure 2: A basic setup of wedge holography with UV regularization.
on Q1 and Q2 where hab and Kab are the induced metric and the extrinsic curvature on
the surfaces Q1,2, while T is the tension parameter. Since we have
Kab =
1
L
tanh
ρ∗
L
· hab,
K ≡ habKab = d
L
tanh
ρ∗
L
, (2.6)
we choose the tension to be
T =
d− 1
L
tanh
ρ∗
L
. (2.7)
On the asymptotically AdS surface Σ, we impose the standard Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion which fixes the metric on Σ, denoted by γαβ, to be given by (2.1).
2.1 Wedge holography
Thinking of the above setup, we now would like to argue for the following codimension
two holographic correspondence.
A classical gravity on the d+1 dimensional wedge Wd+1, defined with the above bound-
ary conditions, is dual to a (effectively) d− 1 dimensional CFT located on Σ, as depicted
in Fig. 2. Notice that since the width in x direction of the surface Σ is O(), i.e. in-
finitesimally small, we can effectively regard Σ as being d−1 dimensional, namely R1,d−2,
spanned by (t, ξ1, ···, ξd−2), which we write as Σd−1. Our proposal is summarized as follows.
Wedge holography proposal
Classical gravity on wedge Wd+1 ' (Quantum) gravity on two AdSd (= Q1 ∪Q2)
' CFT on Σd−1 (2.8)
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Figure 3: A sketch of derivation of wedge holography from AdS/BCFT. The left picture
describes the gravity dual of a CFT on a semi-infinite plane. The right one shows the
gravity dual of a CFT on an interval.
This holography can be understood by two steps. For simplicity, let us take the strict
UV limit  = 0 as in Fig. 1. First, the classical gravity on the d + 1 dimensional wedge
Wd+1 is dual to a (quantum) gravity on its d dimensional boundary ∂Wd+1 = Q1∪Q2 via
the brane world holography [6–8]. Since Q1 and Q2 are d dimensional AdS spacetimes,
the quantum gravity theories on them are expected to be dual to d−1 dimensional CFTs
which live on ∂Q1 = ∂Q2 = Σ. We combine these two CFTs on Σ and treat them as
a single d − 1 dimensional CFT. This argument explains the previous proposal of the
codimension two holography.
In the middle expression of (2.8), i.e. d dimensional gravity, one may think there is
also a contribution from the CFTd on a small interval. However, we can neglect such
a contribution. To see this, we can look, for example, at the anomaly for d = 3 which
we discuss later. The anomaly is proportional to ρ∗ and this cannot be explained by the
fields on the small interval, which should not depend on ρ∗.
2.2 Derivation from AdS/BCFT
We can derive the previous codimension two holography by taking a suitable limit of
the AdS/BCFT. Consider a gravity dual of a d dimensional CFT on a manifold Σ with
boundaries ∂Σ. The AdS/BCFT construction [18–20] argues that the gravity dual of
the CFT on Σ is given by a gravity on a d + 1 dimensional manifold M with extra d
dimensional boundaries Q (so called end-of-the-world brane), in addition to the standard
AdS boundary Σ such that ∂M = Q ∪ Σ. This manifold M is determined by solving the
Einstein equation and by imposing the Neumann-type boundary condition (2.5), parame-
terized by the tension T , on the surface Q. When the boundary Σ is a semi-infinite plane
x > 0 in (2.1), the corresponding construction is sketched in the left panel of Fig. 3.
When we consider a gravity dual of a d dimensional CFT on a strip 0 ≤ x ≤ w,
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there are two possibilities in general, which may be called as the confined solution and
deconfined solution, as in the Hawking page transition. In the confined phase, a mass gap
is generated from the strong interactions in the holographic CFT and the d dimensional
surface Q is connected in the bulk as explicitly examined in [18–20]. However, since we are
interested only in gravity duals with scale invariance in this paper, we will not consider
this confined case below. We would like to focus on the deconfined phase. For example,
only this phase is allowed when we impose an appropriate supersymmetric boundary
condition (analogous to the R-sector of open strings) on ∂Σ which helps the system to
be conformally invariant even in the presence of the boundary. In this deconfined case,
the surface Q consists of two disconnected planes Q1 and Q2, both of which satisfy the
boundary condition (2.5). Note that Q1 and Q2 are parallel with those in Fig. 2.
If we take the limit w → 0 of the vanishing width of strip Σ, we can regard Σ as a d−1
dimensional space Rd−1. The gravity dual of AdS/BCFT is now reduced to the wedge
geometry in Fig. 1 or its regularized version shown in Fig. 2. This explains our proposal
of the codimension two holography. Note that we expect the original CFTd on Σ is now
reduced to a d− 1 dimensional CFT in the zero width limit w → 0. This phenomenon is
quite usual. For example, a massless free scalar on a d dimensional strip on [0, w]×Rd−1
is reduced to a d− 1 dimensional massless free scalar on Rd−1 in the limit w → 0.
2.3 Free energy in non-compact space
As a fundamental quantity which characterizes the holographic correspondence, we would
like to evaluate the free energy first. This is evaluated from the on-shell gravity action on
the Euclidean wedge geometry of Fig. 2:
IW = − 1
16piGN
∫
W
√
g(R− 2Λ)− 1
8piGN
∫
Q1∪Q2
√
h(K − T )− 1
8piGN
∫
Σ
√
γK. (2.9)
We calculate the explicit values using the metric (2.2) and (2.1):
R = −(d+ 1)d
L2
, Λ = −d(d− 1)
2L2
,
K|Q = d
L
tanh
ρ∗
L
, T =
d− 1
L
tanh
ρ∗
L
, K|Σ = d
L
. (2.10)
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The gravity action is evaluated as follows
IW =
d
8piGNL2
∫
W
√
g − tanh
ρ∗
L
8piGNL
∫
Q1∪Q2
√
h− d
8piGNL
∫
Σ
√
γ
=
d · Vd−1Ld−2
4piGN
∫ ρ∗
0
dρ
(
cosh
ρ
L
)d ∫ ∞
 cosh ρ
L
dy
yd
−L
d−1Vd−1 tanh
ρ∗
L
4piGN
(
cosh
ρ∗
L
)d ∫ ∞
 cosh ρ∗
L
dy
yd
−d · L
d−1Vd−1 sinh
ρ∗
L
4piGNd−1
=
Vd−1Ld−1
4piGNd−1
[
d
(d− 1)L
∫ ρ∗
0
dρ cosh
ρ
L
− 1
d− 1 sinh
ρ∗
L
− d sinh ρ∗
L
]
= (1− d) · Vd−1L
d−1
4piGNd−1
sinh
ρ∗
L
, (2.11)
where we defined Vd−1 =
∫
dtEdξ1 · · ·dξd−2. Indeed, the scaling IG ∝ Vd−11−d is consistent
with the vacuum energy of a d − 1 dimensional CFT (CFTd−1). Also we find that the
degrees of freedom of the CFTd−1 are estimated as
∼ L
d−1
GN
sinh
ρ∗
L
. (2.12)
However, when there are cusp like codimension two singularities on the boundaries,
we need to add the Hayward term [39, 40] to the standard gravity action IW in (5.100).
For each cusp at Σ˜, the corresponding Hayward term IH is written as
IH =
1
8piGN
∫
Σ˜
(Θ− pi)√γ, (2.13)
where γ is the induced metric on Σ˜ and Θ is the cusp angle between two surfaces. In our
setup shown in the right panel of Fig. 3, Σ˜ and Θ are the d− 1 dimensional intersection
and the angle between Q1,2 and Σ. This angle is given by θ +
pi
2
, where θ is
tan θ = sinh
ρ∗
L
. (2.14)
The reason why we add the Hayward term is because we need to have a sensible
variation on Σ
δ(IW + IH) =
1
8piGN
∫
Σ˜
(Θ− pi)δ√γ, (2.15)
when we impose the on-shell conditions, i.e. the Einstein equation and the boundary
condition (2.5) on Q1,2. The Dirichlet boundary condition on Σ (and thus on Σ˜) leads to
8
δ
√
γ = 0 and we therefore have δ(IW + IH) = 0. In our setup, this is evaluated as follows
IH = (2θ − pi) Vd−1L
d−1
8piGNd−1
. (2.16)
Finally, the total gravity action is given by
IW + IH = (1− d) Vd−1L
d−1
4piGNd−1
sinh
ρ∗
L
+ (2θ − pi) Vd−1L
d−1
8piGNd−1
. (2.17)
Though one may think that it is strange that the total action does not vanish even when
the wedge region gets squeezed to zero size, ρ∗ = 0, the Hayward term contribution
IH is important to appropriately take into account the gravity edge mode degrees of
freedom [37].
It is useful to compare this (2.17) with the standard gravity partition function on the
Poincare AdSd with the cutoff z = , which is dual to a d− 1 dimensional CFT on Rd−1
(we impose the Dirichlet boundary condition on z = ):
IP = − 1
16piG
(d)
N
∫
AdSd
√
g(R− 2Λ)− 1
8piG
(d)
N
∫
Rd−1
√
hK
=
d− 1
8piG
(d)
N L
2
∫
AdSd
√
g − d− 1
8piG
(d)
N L
∫
Rd−1
√
h
= (2− d) Vd−1L
d−2
8piG
(d)
N 
d−1
. (2.18)
This takes the same form as in (2.17).
2.4 Free energy in compact space
It is also useful to calculate the free energy in a setup dual to a CFTd−1 on Sd−1. In
particular, this is useful to determine the conformal anomaly in the next section. For
this, we employ the following metric expression of Euclidean AdSd+1:
ds2 = dr2 + L2 sinh2
r
L
(dθ2 + cos2 θdΩ2d−1), (2.19)
where dΩd−1 describes the area element of Sd−1. Let us introduce another coordinate
system (ρ, η) instead of (r, θ) via
cosh
r
L
= cosh η cosh
ρ
L
,
sinh
r
L
sin θ = sinh
ρ
L
. (2.20)
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Figure 4: A sketch of compactified setup of wedge holography.
This leads to the equivalent expression of the metric
ds2 = dρ2 + L2 cosh2
ρ
L
(
dη2 + sinh2 ηdΩ2d−1
)
. (2.21)
We define the wedge geometry Wd+1 as the d+1 dimensional subspace of the Euclidean
AdSd+1 (2.21) given by |ρ| ≤ ρ∗, as depicted in Fig. 4. Therefore, Q1 and Q2 are defined
by ρ = ρ∗ and ρ = −ρ∗, respectively. In the UV limit, the surface Σ, where the dual
CFTd−1 lives, is the d − 1 dimensional surface given by (r, θ) = (∞, 0). To regulate the
UV divergences, we introduce the cutoff such that r < r∞(→ ∞) and the surface Σ is
identified with r = r∞ and |θ| ≤ θ∗, where
sinh
ρ∗
L
= sin θ∗ sinh
r∞
L
. (2.22)
In the limit r∞ →∞, we obtain
θ∗ ' 2 sinh ρ∗
L
e−
r∞
L + 2
(
sinh
ρ∗
L
+
2
3
sinh3
ρ∗
L
)
e−
3r∞
L . (2.23)
Note also that the extrinsic curvature of the surface r = r∞ is found as
K|Σ = d
L tanh r∞
L
. (2.24)
Under this UV regularization, the η coordinate in (2.21) follows the regularization
near the AdS boundary as η < η∞ such that
cosh η∞ cosh
ρ
L
= cosh
r∞
L
. (2.25)
This is solved as
eη∞ ' 1
cosh ρ
L
e
r∞
L +
(
1
cosh ρ
L
− cosh ρ
L
)
e−
r∞
L . (2.26)
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The gravity action is calculated as follows
IW =
d
8piGNL2
∫
W
√
g − tanh
ρ∗
L
8piGNL
∫
Q1∪Q2
√
h− d
8piGNL tanh
ρ∗
L
∫
Σ
√
γ
=
dLd−2 · Vol(Sd−1)
4piGN
∫ ρ∗
0
dρ coshd
ρ
L
∫ η∞(r)
0
sinhd−1 η
−L
d−1 · Vol(Sd−1) · tanh ρ∗
L
4piGN
coshd
ρ∗
L
·
∫ η∗∞
0
dη sinhd−1 η
−d · L
d−1 · Vol(Sd−1)
4piGN tanh
r∞
L
sinhd
r∞
L
·
∫ θ∗
0
dθ cosd−1 θ. (2.27)
Here Vol(Sd−1) is the volume of a unit radius of d− 1 dimensional sphere given by
Vol(Sd−1) =
2pi
d
2
Γ
(
d
2
) . (2.28)
In the limit r∞ →∞, we can expand the action as
IW =
Ld−1
4piGN
·
(
2pid/2
Γ(d/2)
)
· 21−d · JW , (2.29)
where JW is given by
JW = (1− d)s∗e(d−1)r∞/L +
[(
d2 − 4d− 1− 4
d− 3
)
s∗ +
2
3
(d− 1)(d− 2)s3∗
]
e(d−3)r∞/L
+O(e(d−5)r∞/L), (2.30)
where we set s∗ = sinh
ρ∗
L
for simplicity. Note that the leading contribution O(e(d−1)r∞/L)
agrees with the non-compact result (2.11) by identifying er∞/L ∼ 1

.
In addition, there is the Hayward term contribution (2.13), as we have evaluated in the
previous example of the non-compact CFT dual. Since this calculation is straightforward
and does not contribute to what we are interested in for the upcoming arguments, we
simply omit this here.
2.5 d dimensional gravity viewpoint
If we regard the d + 1 dimensional gravity on Wd+1 as a d dimensional gravity on AdSd
via the compactification along ρ direction as in the brane world holography [6–8], we find
the effective d dimensional Newton constant by reducing the original d + 1 dimensional
11
Einstein-Hilbert action in terms of the d dimensional one:
1
16piGN
∫
W
√
gR
=
1
16piGN
∫ ρ∗
−ρ∗
dρ
(
cosh
ρ
L
)d−3 ∫
AdSd
√
g(d)R(d) ≡ 2
16piG
(d)
N
∫
AdSd
√
g(d)R(d),
(2.31)
where g(d) is the metric of AdSd given by ds
2 = L2y−2(dy2 − dt2 +∑d−2i=1 dξ2i ) and R(d)
is its scalar curvature. We inserted the factor 2 in the final expression because there are
two surfaces Q1 and Q2 where both are identical to AdSd.
This leads to the relation
1
G
(d)
N
=
1
GN
∫ ρ∗
0
dρ
(
cosh
ρ
L
)d−2
. (2.32)
In the small wedge limit ρ∗  L, we find
GN
LG
(d)
N
' ρ∗
L
+
d− 2
6
(ρ∗
L
)3
+ · · ·. (2.33)
In the opposite limit ρ∗  L, where the wedge gets larger and gets closer to the full
AdSd+1, the d dimensional Newton constant (2.32) becomes small like
GN
LG
(d)
N
= 22−de
d−2
L
ρ∗  1. (2.34)
2.6 Holographic entanglement entropy
When a gravity dual is given, a useful and universal probe of the geometry is the holo-
graphic entanglement entropy [21–23]. Let us consider how we can calculate the holo-
graphic entanglement entropy in our wedge holography. We choose a d − 2 dimensional
subsystem A in the d − 1 dimensional space Σd−1 at a time slice, chosen to be t = 0
(remember the setup of Fig. 2). We would like to calculate the holographic entanglement
entropy which is equal to the entanglement entropy SA in the dual CFTd−1. We argue
for the following holographic formula which involves the two step minimization:
SA = MinγA s.t. ∂γ(1)A =∂γ
(2)
A =∂A
[
Min
ΓA s.t. ∂ΓA=γ
(1)
A ∪γ
(2)
A
[
A(ΓA)
4GN
]]
. (2.35)
As in the left picture of Fig. 5, we choose d−2 dimensional surfaces γ(1)A on Q1 and γ(2)A on
Q2 so that ∂γ
(1,2)
A = ∂A. Then we extend the d−2 dimensional compact surface γ(1)A ∪γ(2)A
12
W
Q1 Q2
Σ
A
γA
γA
(1)
(2)
ΓA
W
Q1 Q2
Σ γA
γA(1)
(2)
A
ΓA
w
Figure 5: A sketch of calculation of holographic entanglement entropy in codimension two
holography (left) and in AdS/BCFT (right).
to the bulk wedge Wd+1 as a d − 1 dimensional surface ΓA such that ∂ΓA = γ(1)A ∪ γ(2)A .
First we fix the shape of γ
(1,2)
A and minimize the area of ΓA, denoted by A(ΓA). Next
we minimize this area by changing the shape of γ
(1,2)
A . This procedure selects a single
minimal surface and this area gives the holographic entanglement entropy dual to SA
in the d − 1 dimensional CFT. This is what the formula (2.35) means. Notice that
this formula guarantees the property of strong subadditivity as in the usual holographic
entanglement entropy [41]. In the Lorentzian time dependent backgrounds we just need
to replace the minimizations with the extremalizations as in [23].
We can derive the formula (2.35) by taking the zero width limit w → 0 of the
AdS/BCFT with the two boundaries (refer to the right picture of Fig. 3). This is depicted
in the right picture of Fig. 5. Remember that in the AdS/BCFT [18,19], we calculate the
holographic entanglement entropy by minimizing the area among surfaces ΓA which end
on the boundary surface Q as well as the boundary of the subsystem A.
Consider the holographic entanglement entropy when the subsystem A is given by
d− 2 dimensional round disk ∑d−2i=1 ξ2i ≤ l2 with the radius l. To find the correct minimal
surface ΓA, we need to first solve the partial differential equation for arbitrary choices of
γ
(1,2)
A , which requires a lot of numerical computations.
Let us first focus on the case where the wedge is very small i.e. ρ∗  L. In this case,
the wedge geometry is approximated by the direct product of AdSd, whose coordinate
is given by (y, t, ξ1, · · ·, ξd−2), and an interval |ρ| ≤ ρ∗ as the warp factor stays almost
constant cosh ρ
L
' 1. Therefore, it is clear that both γ(1)A and γ(2)A should also be minimal
surfaces on Q1 and Q2, i.e. the AdSd. Thus we can identify ΓA with the wedge part of
the sphere
x2 + z2 +
d−2∑
i=1
(ξi)
2 = l2, (2.36)
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which is equivalent to
y2 +
d−2∑
i=1
(ξi)
2 = l2, (2.37)
where the ρ dependence drops out.
Furthermore, we would like to argue that the surface (2.37) is the correct minimal
surface defined by (2.35) for any ρ∗. Though it is well-known that this surface solves
the minimal surface equation in the Poincare AdS, we need to confirm that the area of
the minimal surface with various choices of boundaries γ(1,2) is minimized when γ(1,2) are
both the same semi circle. To see this, let us set d = 3 just for notational simplicity and
consider a perturbation around this semi-sphere solution
y =
√
l2 − ξ2 + f(ξ, ρ), (2.38)
where we impose f(±l, ρ) = 0 as the surface should end on the boundary of subsystem A
in CFTd−1.
We find that under this perturbation the area of the surface looks like
A =
∫
dξdρ
√
G = −
[
L cosh ρ
L
l(l2 − ξ2) 12 ξf(ξ)
]ξ=l
ξ=−l
+
∫
dρdξ
[
Ll cosh ρ
L
l2 − ξ2
+
L cosh ρ
L
2l3(l2−ξ2)2
(
2l4f 2+L2l2
(
cosh2
ρ
L
)
(l2−ξ2)(∂ρf)2+2l2ξ(l2−ξ2)f∂ξf+(l2−ξ2)3(∂ξf)2
)]
.
(2.39)
The first term represents the linear perturbation and this takes the form of total derivative
as the profile f = 0 satisfies the minimal surface equation. This surface contribution
vanishes due to the boundary condition. From the form of quadratic terms of f , the
local minimum is clearly identical to the solution without ρ dependence, i.e. the minimal
surface (or geodesic) in AdS3. Thus we can confirm that the surface y =
√
l2 − ξ2 should
be the exact minimal surface we want even when ρ∗ is finite.
Now, using this minimal surface solution, we can evaluate the minimal area A(ΓA)
and the holographic entanglement entropy reads
SA =
A(ΓA)
4GN
=
Ld−2
2GN
· Vol(Sd−3)
∫ ρ∗
0
dρ
(
cosh
ρ
L
)d−2
·
∫ l
 cosh ρ
L
dy
l(l2 − y2) d2−2
yd−2
, (2.40)
where Vol(Sd−3) is the volume of a unit radius d− 3 dimensional sphere given by
Vol(Sd−3) =
2pi
d−2
2
Γ
(
d−2
2
) . (2.41)
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In the limit ρ∗/L 1, the holographic entanglement entropy looks like
SA =
A(ΓA)
4GN
' ρ∗
4GN
·
[
A(γ
(1)
A ) + A(γ
(2)
A )
]
, (2.42)
where A(γ
(1,2)
A ) is the minimal surface area in Q1,2, given by
A(γ
(1)
A ) = A(γ
(2)
A ) = L
d−2 · Vol(Sd−1) ·
∫ l

dy
l(l2 − y2) d2−2
yd−2
. (2.43)
This agrees with the (standard) holographic entanglement entropy in CFTd−1 calculated
from the minimal surface in Poincare AdSd, by relating the d dimensional Newton constant
to GN in d+ 1 dimension as
ρ∗
GN
' 1
G
(d)
N
, (2.44)
when ρ∗  L. This agrees with (2.33).
Now, let us go further to perform the full computation in (2.40) for finite ρ∗ using a
power expansion with respect to l/. As a first step, we get∫ l
 cosh ρ
L
dy
l(l2 − y2) d2−2
yd−2
=p1
(
cosh
ρ
L
)−d+3( l

)d−3
+ p3
(
cosh
ρ
L
)−d+5( l

)d−5
+ · · ·
. . .+
{
pd−3
(
cosh ρ
L
)−1 ( l

)
+ pd−2 +O
(

l
)
d : even
pd−4
(
cosh ρ
L
)−2 ( l

)2
+ q log
(
l

)
+O(1) d : odd (2.45)
=
{ ∑(d−2)/2
k=1 p2k−1
(
cosh ρ
L
)−d+2k+1 ( 
l
)d−2k−1
+ pd−2 +O
(

l
)
d : even∑(d−3)/2
k=1 p2k−1
(
cosh ρ
L
)−d+2k+1 ( 
l
)d−2k−1
+ q log
(
l

)
+O(1), d : odd (2.46)
where the coefficients are as follows:
p1 = (d− 3)−1, p3 = −(d− 4)/[2(d− 5)], · · ·
pd−2 = (2
√
pi)−1Γ((d− 2)/2)Γ((3− d)/2) (if d is even),
q =
√
pi
Γ((4− d)/2)Γ((d− 1)/2) (if d is odd). (2.47)
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Accordingly,
SA =
A(ΓA)
4GN
=
Ld−2
2GN
· Vol(Sd−3)
∫ ρ∗
0
dρ
(
cosh
ρ
L
)d−2
·
∫ l
 cosh ρ
L
dy
l(l2 − y2) d2−2
yd−2
,
=
pi
d−2
2 Ld−2
GNΓ
(
d−2
2
) (∫ ρ∗
0
dρ
(
cosh
ρ
L
)
p1
(
l

)d−3
+
∫ ρ∗
0
dρ
(
cosh
ρ
L
)3
p3
(
l

)d−5
+ · · ·
)
=
pi
d−2
2 Ld−1
GNΓ
(
d−2
2
)(sinh ρ∗L
d− 3
(
l

)d−3
− (d− 4)
2(d− 5)
(
sinh 3ρ∗
L
12
+
3 sinh ρ∗
L
4
)(
l

)d−5
+ · · ·
· · ·+
{
pd−2
∫ ρ∗/L
0
dη (cosh η)d−2 +O ( 
l
)
, d : even
q
∫ ρ∗/L
0
dη (cosh η)d−2 · log ( l

)
+O(1), d : odd
)
.
(2.48)
First, notice that the above scaling profile of holographic entanglement entropy agrees
with general results [22,42] in d− 1 dimensional CFTs. Some low dimensional results are
shown as follows. For d = 3, i.e. the AdS4/CFT2 case,
SA =
L2
G
(4)
N
sinh
ρ∗
L
log
l

+O(1), (2.49)
whose details will be discussed later in subsection 3.2. For d = 4, i.e the AdS5/CFT3
case, we have
SA =
(
piL3
G
(5)
N
sinh
ρ∗
L
)
l

− piL
3
G
(5)
N
(
1
2
ρ∗
L
+
1
4
sinh
2ρ∗
L
)
+O
(
l
)
. (2.50)
For d = 5, i.e the AdS6/CFT4 case, we obtain
SA =
(
piL4
G
(6)
N
sinh
ρ∗
L
)(
l

)2
− piL
4
G
(6)
N
(
sinh 3ρ∗
L
12
+
3 sinh ρ∗
L
4
)
log
l

+O (1) . (2.51)
2.7 Bulk scalar field and spectrum
2.7.1 Dimensional reduction
Consider the following metric in AdSd+1 (we set L = 1)
ds2 = dρ2 + cosh2 ρ
dy2 + dxµdxµ
y2
, (2.52)
describing the wedge bulk spacetime characterized by −ρ∗ ≤ ρ ≤ ρ∗. We consider a
massive Klein-Gordon field φ ≡ φ(ρ, y, xµ) with mass m. For the latter, we aim at solving
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the corresponding wave equation,
1√
g
∂µ(
√
ggµν∂νφ)−m2φ = 0 (2.53)
near the end-of-the-world branes Q1 and Q2 enclosing the AdSd+1 wedge. Remember
that in the AdS/CFT correspondence, the mass m of the scalar field is dual to a scalar
operator with the conformal dimension ∆ = d/2 +
√
(d/2)2 +m2 in the CFTd.
Employing the coordinates above, the equation of motion takes the explicit form
1
cosh2(ρ)
∂ρ(cosh
2(ρ)∂ρφ) +
y2
cosh2(ρ)
(∂2yφ+ ∂
2
µφ)−m2φ = 0. (2.54)
Next, we impose a dimensional reduction in the ρ direction, so that we have the wave
equation on AdSd described by ds
2 = dy
2+dxµdxµ
y2
,
y2(∂2yφ+ ∂
2
µφ)−M2φ = 0, (2.55)
where M corresponds to the Kaluza-Klein mass. We can now use (2.55) in order to rewrite
(2.54) as
1
cosh2(ρ)
∂ρ(cosh
2(ρ)∂ρφ) +
M2φ
cosh2(ρ)
−m2φ = 0. (2.56)
We want to solve this equation. For doing so, we consider the following standard ansatz
φ = φ˜(ρ)ϕ(y, xµ). (2.57)
For the dimensionally reduced system on AdSd, by following the described procedure,
we would end up with a modified conformal dimension in CFTd−1 of the form
∆˜ =
d− 1
2
+
√
(d− 1)2
4
+M2. (2.58)
The latter would then determine the correlation functions.
Having said this, let us consider the Dirichlet boundary condition on the surfaces Q1
and Q2:
φ(ρ∗) = φ(−ρ∗) = 0. (2.59)
Imposing the first equality in (2.59) on the wave function φ, we find the following ρ
dependent part
φ˜+(ρ) =
[
P θη (ρ˜)Q
θ
η(ρ˜∗)− P θη (ρ˜∗)Qθη(ρ˜)
]× √1− ρ˜2
Qθη(ρ˜∗)
, (2.60)
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where, for simplicity, we have defined
ρ˜ = tanh(ρ), ρ˜∗ = tanh(ρ∗),
θ =
√
m2 + 1, η =
Π− 1
2
, Π =
√
4M2 + 1.
(2.61)
The function Pmn denotes the associated Legendre function of the first kind, whereas Q
m
n
corresponds to the associated Legendre function of the second kind. It is useful to note
that when
θ = η + 1, (2.62)
the expression in (2.60) does vanish.
In order to satisfy the second boundary condition in (2.59), we should solve the fol-
lowing equation
φ˜+(ρ = −ρ∗) = 0 (2.63)
for the variable η. The final result, rewritten as M using (2.61), will depend on the
AdSd+1 mass m and brane location ρ∗.
We may alternatively impose the Neumann boundary condition, i.e.
φ′(ρ∗) = φ′(−ρ∗) = 0. (2.64)
For this case, the exact solution for the ρ dependent part satisfying the first condition in
(2.64) takes the following, more complicated form
φ˜+(ρ) =
[
(2θ − Π− 1) [P θη (ρ˜)Qθ1+η(ρ˜∗)− P θ1+η(ρ˜∗)Qθη(ρ˜)]
+ (Πρ˜∗ − ρ˜∗)
[
P θη (ρ˜)Q
θ
η(ρ˜∗)− P θη (ρ˜∗)Qθη(ρ˜)
] ]
×
√
1− ρ˜2
(2θ − Π− 1)Qθ1+η(ρ˜∗) + (Πρ˜∗ − ρ˜∗)Qθη(ρ˜∗)
.
(2.65)
It can be seen that when
2θ − Π = 1 ⇔ θ = η + 1, (2.66)
the solution (2.65) does vanish as before. In the following, we discuss the mass spectrum
in more detail when ρ∗ is taken to be very small.
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Before doing so, let us note that for both boundary conditions, we can find the mass
spectrum in the dimensionally reduced system Mn as a function of m and ρ∗. The two
point function of the dual scalar operator O(x) in the CFTd−1 then behaves as
〈O(x)O(y)〉 = 1|x− y|2∆˜ , (2.67)
where the conformal dimension is given by (2.58). Instead of the full numerical analysis,
we below give the mass spectrum in the small ρ∗ limit by bringing the problem into a
Schro¨dinger-like form. As we will see, for the Neumann boundary condition, the lowest
mass in AdSd is given by M0 = m, while in the Dirichlet case, the lowest mass is heavy,
i.e. M1 = O(1/ρ∗).
2.7.2 Schro¨dinger analysis
By introducing a rescaled function ψ(ρ), such that
ψ(ρ) = cosh(ρ)φ(ρ), (2.68)
we can transform the equation of motion (2.56) into the following Schro¨dinger-like form
−∂2ρψ + V (ρ)ψ = 0, (2.69)
where
V (ρ) = 1 +m2 − M
2
cosh2 ρ
+ tanh2 ρ. (2.70)
Dirichlet boundary condition When we impose the Dirichlet boundary condition
ψ(ρ∗) = ψ(−ρ∗) = 0 or (2.59), the problem is similar to the quantum mechanics in a box.
In particular, when ρ∗ is very small, we can approximate the potential (2.70) as
V (ρ) ' 1 +m2 −M2. (2.71)
Since in this small ρ∗ approximation, we can solve the boundary condition as
ψ(ρ) ∝ sin
[
npi
2
(
ρ
ρ∗
+ 1
)]
, (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .), (2.72)
the spectrum of M can be found as follows
Mn '
√
1 +m2 +
n2pi2
4ρ2∗
, (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .). (2.73)
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Therefore, the lowest excitation gives M1 =
√
1 +m2 + pi
2
4ρ2∗
' pi
2ρ∗ . In this case, we should
be careful because of an artificial zero point of φ(ρ) that arises when 1
2
(
√
1 + 4M2− 1) =√
1 +m2. Note that the latter observation precisely agrees with the vanishing condition
in (2.62) and (2.66).
Neumann boundary condition If we impose the Neumann boundary condition (2.64),
then when ρ∗ is very small, we find the obvious lowest mode
φ(ρ) = const. (2.74)
This leads to the lowest spectrum M0 = m. For excited modes, we find
ψ(ρ) ∝ cos
[
npi
2
(
ρ
ρ∗
+ 1
)]
, (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .), (2.75)
which leads to the same spectrum as in (2.73).
3 Wedge holography for d = 3
Here we focus on d = 3 case of the wedge holography, where the dual CFT is two dimen-
sional and study how this holographic duality works in detail.
3.1 Conformal anomaly
First we would like to study the behavior of free energy of the dual theory on S2 and extract
the value of central charge from the conformal anomaly as an extension of holographic
weyl anomaly [43]. By setting d = 3 in the free energy (2.29) with (2.30), we obtain the
following behavior in the limit r∞ = − log →∞:
IW = − L
2
2GN2
sinh
ρ∗
L
+
L2
GN
sinh
ρ∗
L
· log +O(1). (3.76)
Note that we neglect the Hayward contribution IH as this does not contribute to the
conformal anomaly. Since the Euclidean action of a two dimensional CFT include the
conformal anomaly term as I2dCFT = #
−2 + c
6
χ(Σ) log +O(1), where c is the central
charge of the two dimensional CFT and χ(Σ) is the Euler character of the two dimensional
manifold Σ. Since χ(S2) = 2 we obtain
c =
3L2
GN
sinh
ρ∗
L
. (3.77)
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3.2 Holographic entanglement entropy
Next we would like to analyze the holographic entanglement entropy in the d = 3 case.
We consider the non-compact setup in section 2.6. The dual two dimensional CFT is
defined on R2 and we define the entanglement entropy SA by choosing the subsystem A
on Σ as the interval −l ≤ w ≤ l at a time t = 0. By setting d = 3 in the general result
(2.40) we obtain the holographic entanglement entropy SA when A is a length 2l interval:.
SA =
L
2GN
∫ ρ∗
−ρ∗
dρ
(
cosh
ρ
L
)∫ l
 cosh ρ
L
dy
l
y
√
l2 − y2
=
L2
GN
sinh
ρ∗
L
log
2l

− 4L2
∫ ρ∗/L
0
dw cosh(w) log cosh(w), (3.78)
which agrees with the well-known form [44] in a two dimensional CFT SA =
c
3
log 2l

+
(const.). This leads to the precisely same identification of the central charge as that of
(3.77). We can view this as a quantitative test of the wedge holography proposal.
It is also intriguing to consider more general choices of the subsystem A. When A
consists of two disjoint intervals, we can again calculate the holographic entanglement
entropy (2.35) using two spherical minimal surfaces as in (2.37). Since the resulting
entanglement entropy computed from such spheres takes the form of the logarithmic
function of l as in (3.78), the result of holographic entanglement entropy for the two
intervals also simply reproduces the known results of holographic CFTs [45, 46]. In this
case, we know that there is a phase transition phenomenon between the connected and
disconnected minimal surfaces. The same is true when A consists of multiple disjoint
intervals. In this way, the holographic entanglement entropy in wedge holography perfectly
reproduces know results in holographic CFTs.
3.3 Three dimensional gravity viewpoint
If we apply the Brown-Henneaux formula [47] to the d = 3 dimensional gravity on Q1 and
that on Q2 with the Newton constant G
(3)
N , we find the central charges of the dual two
dimensional CFTs
c1 = c2 =
3L
2G
(3)
N
. (3.79)
Since the relation (2.32) at d = 3 leads to
1
G
(3)
N
=
L
GN
sinh
ρ∗
L
, (3.80)
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we can confirm that the central charge(3.77) is the sum of the above two central charges
c = c1 + c2 as we expect.
4 Wedge holography for d = 2
Here we would like to focus on d = 2 setup of the wedge holography depicted in Fig. 2.
In this case, the dual CFT lives in d − 1 = 1 dimension and therefore one may wonder
whether this theory turns out to be a Schwarzian theory as in the JT gravity [48] or
some other theory. Notice that since our setup is based on three dimensional gravity
rather than two dimensional one, we can assume a standard Einstein gravity, which looks
different from the situation in two dimension.
Since the wedge W3 is a part of the AdS3 geometry, we have the advantage that all
solutions to the Einstein equation with the Neumann boundary condition on Q1 and Q2
is locally expressed as the metric (2.1) or (2.2). In the Lorentzian signature the metric is
written as
ds2 = L2
(
dz2 − dt2 + dx2
z2
)
= dρ2 + L2 cosh2
ρ
L
(−dt2 + dy2
y2
)
. (4.81)
The surfaces Q1 and Q2 are again identified with ρ = −ρ∗ and ρ = ρ∗. We can change
the shape of Σ by deforming the choice of the UV cutoff. We specify the form of Σ by
z = g(t). (4.82)
4.1 Bulk on-shell action
The total gravity action in the Lorentzian signature looks like
IG =
1
16piGN
∫
W
√−g(R− 2Λ) + 1
8piGN
∫
Q1∪Q2
√−γ(K − T ) + 1
8piGN
∫
Σ
√−γK.
(4.83)
Note that in our setup we have
R = − 6
L2
, Λ = − 1
L2
, T =
1
L
tanh
ρ∗
L
. (4.84)
The induced metric on Σ is
ds2 = L2
−(1− g˙2)dt2 + dx2
g2
, (4.85)
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and its extrinsic curvature Kab = (∇aNb)Σ for the normal vector Na
(N z, N t, Nx) =
g
L
√
1− g˙2 (−1,−g˙, 0), (4.86)
has the trace value
K|Σ = 2− 2g˙
2 − gg¨
L(1− g˙2)3/2 . (4.87)
Thus we find
IW = − 1
4piGNL2
∫
W
√−g + tanh
ρ∗
L
8piGNL
∫
Q1∪Q2
√−h+ 1
8piGN
∫
Σ
√−γKΣ
= − 1
2piGN
∫ ρ∗
0
dρ cosh2
ρ
L
∫
dt
∫ ∞
g(t) cosh ρ
L
dy
y2
+
L sinh ρ∗
L
cosh ρ∗
L
4piGN
∫
dt
∫ ∞
g(t) cosh ρ∗
L
dy
y2
+
L
4piGN
∫
dt
∫ g(t) sinh ρ∗
L
0
dx
(
2− 2g˙2 − gg¨
g2(1− g˙2)
)
=
L sinh ρ∗
L
4piGN
∫
dt
g
[
1− gg¨
1− g˙2
]
. (4.88)
We introduce the Weyl scaling factor as follows:
e2ϕ =
1− g˙2
g2
. (4.89)
Assuming the usual UV cutoff property g  1, we can expand
g ' e−ϕ − 1
2
e−3ϕϕ˙2 + · · ·. (4.90)
This leads to
IW '
L sinh ρ∗
L
4piGN
∫
dt
g
=
L sinh ρ∗
L
4piGN
∫
dt
[
eϕ +
1
2
ϕ˙2e−ϕ
]
, (4.91)
where we performed a partial integration. The kinetic term of ϕ in (4.91) is proportional
to the Schwarzian action (refer to the appendix A for a brief review of Schwarzian action).
4.2 Hayward term contribution
However, it is still too early to conclude as there is another contribution from the Hayward
term (2.13) as we will see below. We write the angle between Q1,2 and Σ by η+
pi
2
, where
η is given by
sin η = N (1) ·N (2) = tanh
ρ∗
L√
1− g˙2 . (4.92)
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N (1) and N (2) are the normal vector on Σ and Q2, explicitly given by
(N (1)z, N (1)t, N (1)x) =
g
L
√
1− g˙2 (−1,−g˙, 0),
(N (2)z, N (2)t, N (2)x) =
g
L cosh ρ∗
L
(
− sinh ρ∗
L
, 0, 1
)
. (4.93)
We can evaluate the (Lorentzian) Hayward term as follows
IH =
L
4piGN
∫
dt
√
1− g˙2
g
[pi
2
− η
]
=
L
8GN
∫
dteϕ − L
4piGN
∫
dteϕη. (4.94)
By expanding (4.92) assuming g˙  1, we find
η = η0 +
1
2
sinh
ρ∗
L
· g˙2 + · · ·, (4.95)
where η0 is defined by sin η0 = tanh
ρ∗
L
. Thus we can approximate (4.94) as follows
IH ' L
4piGN
∫
dt
[
(
pi
2
− η0)eϕ − 1
2
sinh
ρ∗
L
· ϕ˙2e−ϕ
]
. (4.96)
4.3 Total gravity action
By adding (4.91) and (4.96), we obtain the total contribution to the free energy:
IW + IH ' L
4piGN
∫
dt
(
sinh
ρ∗
L
+
pi
2
− η0
)
eϕ. (4.97)
Thus we can conclude that there is no contribution which look like the Schwazian action.
One may worry that this cancellation can depend on the details of UV regularization.
However, as we show in the appendix B, we again find no Schwarzian action term in
another choice of the regularization where the Hayward contribution is vanishing. Also
this is consistent with the fact that as opposed to the JT gravity, our three dimensional
Einstein gravity manifestly preserves the conformal symmetry. In summary, we expect the
dual CFT1 is not a Schwarzian theory but a conformal quantum mechanics or a certain
topological theory.
If we were to start with the Dirichlet boundary condition also on both Q1 and Q2,
then we would not need to add the term − T
8piGN
∫ √−γ in (4.83). In this case, the bulk
contribution vanishes and we find the extra contribution in addition to (4.91):
∆IW '
L sinh ρ∗
L
4piGN
∫
dt
[
eϕ +
1
2
ϕ˙2
]
=
L sinh ρ∗
L
4piGN
∫
dteϕ (1− Sch(t, u)) , (4.98)
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where we defined the coordinate u by eϕdt = du and Sch(t, u) is the Schwarzian action.
This suggests the following interpretation. The latter Dirichlet setup of our wedge
holography is dual to two CFTs on AdS2 coupled to a quantum mechanics on the de-
fect. This defect quantum mechanics is effectively described by the Schwarzian action
(4.98). In the original Neumann setup, the CFTs on AdS2 are coupled to quantum grav-
ity. Therefore, it absorbs some degrees of freedom and this cancels the previous degrees
of freedom of defect quantum mechanics given by the Schwarzian action.
5 Wedge holography as interacting two CFTs
Here we would like to consider the limit where the size (i.e. width) of Σ is strictly vanishing
and its holographic interpretation. In the Poincare AdSd+1, it is straightforward to realize
this limit by choosing the boundary surfaces Q1 and Q2 to be
Q1 : x = − sinh ρ∗
L
(z − ), Q2 : x = sinh ρ∗
L
(z − ). (5.99)
In this limit, we obtain the setup of the left picture in Fig. 6, where the surface Σ is now
d−1 dimensional. Here we impose the Neumann boundary condition on the d dimensional
surfaces Q1 and Q2 and the Dirichlet boundary condition on Σ. This corresponds to a
limit of the wedge holography with the vanishing size of Σ.
On the other hand, as a different setup, we can also impose the Neumann boundary
condition also on Σ i.e. the right picture in Fig. 6, which is holographic dual to a gravity
on a manifold defined by two AdSd glued along their boundaries. If we apply the brane-
world holography [6–8], the gravity on the wedge Wd+1 is dual to the (quantum) gravity
on two copies of AdSd glued along their boundaries. Therefore, by applying the AdS/CFT
holography once more, we expect that this theory is equivalent to two d− 1 dimensional
CFTs on Σd−1, interacting as the common metric is dynamical and fluctuating owing to
the Neumann boundary condition on Σd−1.
We will analyze these two setups with different boundary conditions below.
5.1 Dirichlet boundary condition on Σ
The gravity action for the region surrounded by (5.99) can be computed as in our previous
analysis. Actually we find that the gravity action IW defined by
IW = − 1
16piGN
∫
W
√
g(R− 2Λ)− 1
8piGN
∫
Q1∪Q2
√
h(K − T ) (5.100)
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Figure 6: Other two versions of wedge holography setups. The left (and right) setup
imposes the Dirichlet (and Neuman) boundary condition on the tip Σ of the wedge.
is vanishing in this wedge background:
IW =
1
16piGN
∫
W
2d
L2
√
g − tanh
ρ∗
L
8piGNL
∫
Q1∪Q2
√
γ
=
dVd−1Ld−1
4piGN
∫ ∞
 sinh ρ∗
L
dx
∫ ∞
x
sinh
ρ∗
L
dz
zd+1
−tanh
ρ∗
L
Vd−1Ld
4piGNL
(
cosh
ρ∗
L
)d ∫ ∞
 cosh ρ∗
L
dy
yd
=
Vd−1Ld−1 sinh
ρ∗
L
4(d− 1)piGNd−1 −
Vd−1Ld−1 sinh
ρ∗
L
4(d− 1)piGNd−1 = 0. (5.101)
This result differs from (2.11) as the latter includes the contribution from the small but
non-zero size of Σ.
Also the Hayward contribution (2.13), where in the present setup we have
IH =
1
4piGN
∫
Σ
(
θ − pi
2
)√
γ (5.102)
is evaluated to be the same as (2.16). Since IW = 0, the full gravity action in this Dirichlet
case is given by (2.16).
If we apply the brane world holography, we will find a copy of AdSd attached along
their boundaries Σd−1. Acting another AdS/CFT, the setup is dual to two CFTd−1s on
Σd−1. Since we impose the Dirichlet boundary on Σ, there is no dynamical gravity coupled
to them. One may worry that they look decoupled, which may contradict with the fact
that in the wedge geometry Wd+1, the two asymptotic regions are connected. However,
the two CFTs are interacting through the large N CFTd degrees of freedom, though they
are not via a dynamical gravity on Σ.
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Figure 7: Gluing two AdS backgrounds.
5.2 Neumann boundary condition on Σ
To impose a Neumann boundary condition which fixes the value of θ, we need to add to
the Hayward term (5.102) a cosmological constant term localized on Σ:
IC =
κ
8piGN
∫
Σ
√
γ. (5.103)
The vanishing variation condition δ(IW + IH + IC) = 0 leads to the following condition
(Neumann boundary condition on Σ):
2θ − pi + κ = 0. (5.104)
Thus for any θ we want to realize, we can choose κ so that the Neumann boundary
condition is satisfied. In this case with the Neumann boundary condition (5.104), we find
that the total action vanishes
IW + IH + IC = 0. (5.105)
This vanishing action is not surprising. We can easily see, for example, that the pure AdS
with the cutoff z ≥ , where we impose the Neumann boundary condition (2.5) on the
cutoff surface, the gravitational action vanishes, by adding the contribution T
8piG
(d)
N
∫
Rd−1
√
h
to the Dirichlet computation (2.18).
In this Neumann case, the classical gravity on the d + 1 dimensional wedge region is
dual to a gravity on the d dimensional space Q1 ∪ Q2. Since Q1 and Q2 are both AdSd,
this gravity lives on a space obtained by gluing two AdSd along their boundary R
d−1 as
depicted in Fig. 7.
In the limit θ ' pi
2
(i.e. ρ∗  L), we expect the gravity on AdSd gets weakly coupled
and thus classical (2.34). By approximating this d dimensional gravity by the Einstein
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gravity, the bulk gravity action can be expressed as follows:
Igravity = − 1
16piG
(d)
N
∫
Q1
√
g(R− 2Λ(d))− 1
8piGN
∫
Σ
√
h(K(1) − T )
− 1
16piG
(d)
N
∫
Q2
√
g(R− 2Λ(d))− 1
8piGN
∫
Σ
√
h(−K(2) − T ), (5.106)
where Λ(d) = − (d−1)(d−2)
2L2
. On their common boundary Σ, we impose the Neumann bound-
ary condition which connect the two AdSd regions:
h
(1)
αβ = h
(2)
αβ(≡ γ˜ab),
(K
(1)
αβ −K(1)γ˜αβ)− (K(2)αβ −K(2)γ˜αβ) = −2T˜ γ˜αβ, (5.107)
where h
(1)
αβ and K
(1)
αβ are the metric and extrinsic curvature on Σ in the left AdSd (i.e.
Q1), while h
(2)
αβ and K
(2)
αβ are those in the right one Q2. T˜ is the tension of each boundary,
which gives totally 2T˜
8piG
(d)
N
∫
Σ
√
γ˜ contribution to the total d dimensional gravity action.
As in section 2.5, we relate the d + 1 wedge geometry to AdSd via ds
2
wedge = dρ
2 +
cosh2 ρ
L
ds2AdSd . Then the extrinsic curvature on Σ for the AdSd gravity is estimated as
K
(1)
αβ = −K(2)αβ =
d− 1
L
, (5.108)
which leads to the value of the tension
T˜ =
d− 2
L
, (5.109)
by solving the boundary condition (5.107). In this classical limit ρ∗  L (or equally θ '
pi
2
), we can indeed confirm the boundary cosmological constant term in the d dimensional
gravity agrees with that in the d+ 1 dimensional one IC :
2T˜
8piG
(d)
N
∫
Σ
√
γ˜ ' κ
8piGN
∫
Σ
√
γ, (5.110)
where we substituted γαβ = cosh
ρ∗
L
· γ˜αβ, κ = pi − 2θ, cos θ = 1cosh ρ∗
L
and (2.34).
We can apply the AdS/CFT once more to the d dimensional gravity on two AdSd
regions glued each other. If we impose the Neumann boundary condition on Σ, which
leads to dynamical gravity on Σ, the holographic dual is given by the CFT1 and CFT2,
which are now interacting via the common metric field γ˜αβ. This interacting two CFTs
can be explicitly described by the total CFT action
Stot = SCFT (Φ
(1), γ˜) + SCFT (Φ
(2), γ˜)− T˜
∫
N
√
γ˜, (5.111)
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where we path-integrate over the metric γ˜αβ. Here SCFT (Φ
(1,2), γ˜) are the CFTd−1 actions
in a curved background with the metric γ˜αβ. In the linear level analysis, we expect a
double trace interaction
∫ √
γ˜T
(1)
αβ T
(2)αβ, where T
(1,2)
αβ are energy stress tensor in the two
CFTs. It will be an intriguing future problem to study directly the d dimensional gravity
dual of this two interacting d− 1 dimensional CFTs.
6 BTZ and wedge holography
As an example of wedge holography at finite temperature, we would like to consider that in
the BTZ black hole spacetime. For this we first investigate the profiles of end of the world-
branes in the BTZ background where we impose the Neumann boundary condition for the
metric, namely solutions to (2.5). Since the BTZ geometry can be locally equivalent to
the Poincare AdS3 via a coordinate transformation, let us start with the Poincare AdS3.
6.1 End-of-the-world branes in Poincare AdS3
General solutions to the Neumann boundary condition (2.5) in the Poincare AdS3 (4.81)
are given in the form
(z − α)2 + (x− p)2 − (t− q)2 = β2, (6.112)
where α, p, q and β are arbitrary real valued constants (we take β ≥ 0). In this solution,
the tension T is found to be
T =
α
βL
, (6.113)
assuming that we choose the inside of the region (6.112) as a physical space for which we
consider the AdS/BCFT holography. If instead we choose the outside region, the tension
is given by (6.113) with −1 multiplied.
In particular, by taking the limits where (α, a, b) goes to infinity, we can find the plane
solutions of the form
αz + px− qt = const. (6.114)
This plane boundary surface Q was already employed many times in this paper as our
basic setup of wedge holography as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 8: Profiles of end-of-the-world branes in BTZ.
6.2 End-of-the-world branes in BTZ
The BTZ metric
ds2 = −(r2 − r20)dT 2 + L2
dr2
r2 − r20
+ r2dX2, (6.115)
can be mapped into the Poincare AdS3 via the coordinate transformation
t− x = −e r0L (X−T )
√
1− r
2
0
r2
, t+ x = e
r0
L
(X+T )
√
1− r
2
0
r2
, z =
r0
r
e
r0
L
X . (6.116)
By mapping the solution (6.112) at p = q = 0, we obtain the static profile of the
end-of-the-world brane in BTZ. When LT < 1, we obtain (refer to Fig. 8):
r(X) =
r0TL√
1− T 2L2 sinh r0X
L
. (6.117)
When LT = 1 we have
r(X) = 2r20βL
2T 2e−
r0X
L . (6.118)
When LT > 1 we find
r(X) =
r0TL√
T 2L2 − 1 cosh r0X
L
. (6.119)
Note that equally, the translated profile r(X −X∗) in the above solutions is also solution
to (2.5). In each case of LT < 1, LT = 1 and LT > 1, we find the world volume is
identical to AdS2, R2 and dS2, respectively. If we set a, b 6= 0 in (6.112), then we get more
profiles but they are time-dependent, which we will study elsewhere as a future problem.
Below, in this section, we focus on LT < 1, which corresponds to a time-like boundary
in a two dimensional CFT, to construct a basic example of wedge holography in BTZ.
However, in section 7, we will study the case LT > 1 in Poincare AdS3, which corresponds
to a space-like boundary in a two dimensional CFT.
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6.3 Gravity action
We would like to evaluate the gravity action for a wedge geometry in the Euclidean BTZ
space (note the periodicity tE ∼ tE + β with β = 2piLr0 ):
ds2 = (r2 − r20)dt2E + L2
dr2
r2 − r20
+ r2dx2, (6.120)
defined by the region surrounded by the surfaces of the profile (6.117)
− r0TL√
1− T 2L2 sinh r0x
L
, < r(x) <
r0TL√
1− T 2L2 sinh r0x
L
, (6.121)
whose boundaries define Q1 and Q2. We assumed 0 < TL < 1. We put a UV cutoff as
r < r∞ =
1

, (6.122)
which introduces the surface Σ, whose (infinitesimally small) width ∆x is estimated as
∆x ' 2L
2T√
1− L2T 2 +O(
3). (6.123)
We can also evaluate the trace of extrinsic curvature on Σ as
K|Σ = 2r
2
∞ − r20
Lr∞
√
r2∞ − r20
' 2
L
+O
(
r40
r4∞
)
. (6.124)
Also the trace of the extrinsic curvature on Q1 and Q2 reads K|Q = 2T . The induced
metric on Q looks like
ds2 =
r20
[
1− (1− L2T 2) cosh2 r0x
L
]
(1− L2T 2) sinh2 r0x
L
dt2E
+
L2T 2r20
(1− L2T 2) sinh2 r0x
L
[
1− (1− L2T 2) cosh2 r0x
L
]dx2. (6.125)
We also introduce x∗ as the coordinate value at the intersection of Q2 and the horizon
r = r0 which is the solution to
sinh
r0x∗
L
=
LT√
1− L2T 2 . (6.126)
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Finally, the gravity action is estimated as follows:
IW =
1
4piGNL2
∫
W
√
g − T
8piGN
∫
Q1∪Q2
√
h− 1
4piGNL
∫
Σ
√
γ
=
β
4piGNL2
[
∆x
∫ 1/
r0
Lrdr + 2
∫ x∗
∆x/2
dx
∫ r(x)
r0
Lrdr
]
− Tβ
4piGN
∫ x∗
∆x/2
LTr20
(1− L2T 2) sinh2 r0x
L
− β∆x
4piGNL
r∞
√
r2∞ − r20
= − βLT
4piGN
√
1− L2T 2 −
βr20x∗
4piGNL
. (6.127)
If we write T = 1
L
sinh ρ∗
L
then we can rewrite the above result as
IW = −
β sinh ρ∗
L
4piGN
− ρ∗
2GN
. (6.128)
Notice that the finite term is equal to minus of the twice of the boundary entropy [49]
(for a surface with the tension T = 1
L
sinh ρ∗
L
) computed in [18–20]:
Sbdy =
ρ∗
4GN
. (6.129)
This makes sense as Σ can be regarded as a merger of two boundaries, each has the
tension T = 1
L
sinh ρ∗
L
. This result tells us that the holographic dual theory of the gravity
on the wedge W is one dimensional theory (quantum mechanics) which has the degree of
freedom given by the above boundary entropy.
7 Space-like boundaries in BCFT and gravity duals
We would like to explore gravity duals of space-like boundaries in two dimensional Lorentzian
CFTs. This corresponds to the values of tension |T |L > 1 in the solutions (6.112) with
the tensions(6.113). In the bulk gravity, they correspond to time-like end of world branes,
whose induced metrics coincide with de Sitter spaces (refer to [50] for a recent application
of such branes to brane world scenario). As we will see below, we can regard this a new
class of wedge holography in a Lorentzian AdS.
7.1 Euclidean AdS/BCFT and entanglement entropy
Let us first start with the familiar Euclidean AdS/BCFT setup where the gravity geometry
is given by the following region in Euclidean Poincare AdS3 ds
2 = L
2
z2
(dτ 2 + dx2 + dz2):
z > , τ > λz. (7.130)
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Figure 9: Small wedge regions of AdS/BCFT in the Euclidean (left) and Lorentzian
(right) setup. The boundary surface Q in the former and latter case has the tension
−1/L < T < 0 and T < −1/L, respectively.
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Figure 10: Large wedge regions of AdS/BCFT in the Euclidean (left) and Lorentzian
(right) setup. The boundary surface Q in the former and latter case has the tension
0 < T < 1/L and T > 1/L, respectively.
as depicted in the left picture of Fig. 9 (λ > 0) and Fig. 10 (λ < 0) . The boundary
τ = λz defines the surface Q (i.e. the end-of-the-world brane) and the parameter λ is
related to the tension as follows
λ = sinh
ρ∗
L
, TL = − tanh ρ∗
R
. (7.131)
This is solved as a function of the tension T
TL = − λ√
1 + λ2
. (7.132)
Therefore the tension takes the values in the range |T | ≤ 1/L. In this case, let us
consider the geodesic which starts from (τ, z) = (τ0, ) on the AdS boundary and ends
at a point on Q. The minimal geodesic length is realized when the latter point is at
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(τ, z) =
(
τ0√
1+λ2
, λτ0√
λ2+1
)
and its length leads to the contribution to HEE:
SA =
c
6
log
[
2τ0

(
√
λ2 + 1− λ)
]
. (7.133)
At the initial time τ0 = O()→ 0, the entanglement entropy vanishes SA as the boundary
state does not have any real space entanglement up to the cutoff scale  [51]. Notice also
that the two dimensional geometry of the boundary surface Q is given by the hyperbolic
space H2 (Euclidean AdS2) with the AdS radius
√
1 + λ2L.
7.2 Wick rotation to Lorentzian AdS/BCFT
Now we perform the Wick rotation τ = it. This leads to the Lorentzian Poincare AdS3
metic ds2 = L
2
z2
(−dt2 + dx2 + dz2). By introducing λ˜ = iλ, we find
TL = − λ˜√
λ˜2 − 1
, (7.134)
where we assume that the surface Q given by t = λ˜z is time-like. Indeed, in gravity we
usually do not admit space-like boundaries. Also notice that now the tension takes the
values of
|T | > 1/L. (7.135)
For λ˜ > 0 (TL < −1), we can find a space-like geodesic by analytical continuation from
the previous Euclidean one (7.131), as in the right of Fig. 9. This leads to
SA =
c
6
log
[
2t0

(λ˜−
√
λ˜2 − 1)
]
. (7.136)
For λ˜ < 0 (TL > 1) there is no space-like geodesic which ends on Q from a point
(t, z) = (t0, ) on the AdS boundary. This is depicted in the right of Fig. 10.
Below we study further these two setups, mainly focusing on the first one. In these
cases, the two dimensional geometry of the boundary surface Q is given by the de Sitter
space dS2 with the dS radius
√
λ˜2 − 1L.
7.3 Space-like boundaries with λ˜ > 0
Now let us focus on the space-like boundary λ˜ > 0 (i.e. the right of Fig. 9) and discuss
the interpretation of the entropy (7.136). We argue that the wedge Lorentzian geometry
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(7.130) is dual to a BCFT defined by a Lorentzian CFT with a space-like boundary at
t = 0.
However, we should distinguish our setup from that given by a time evolution of a UV
regulated boundary state:
|Ψ(t)〉HH = N e−iHte−βH/4|B〉, (7.137)
whose gravity dual is known to be the BTZ geometry with a time-like boundary surface
given in [52]. As opposed to our setup, the boundary surface Q in this geometry does not
end on the Lorentzian AdS boundary and therefore does not correspond to a Lorentzian
BCFT with a space-like boundary, though we might regard this as a regularized space-like
boundary. Indeed the time evolution of entanglement entropy for (7.137) is given by the
expression [52]:
SA =
c
6
log
[
β

cosh
(
pit0
β
)]
, (7.138)
which is totally different from (7.136).
Instead our setup is expected to be dual to the time evolution of a non-regularized
boundary state
|Ψ(t)〉our = N e−iHt|B′〉, (7.139)
where |B′〉 denotes a non-regulated boundary state. It is also useful to consider the
behavior of boundary entropy [49] (or g-function). In the Euclidean setup (7.131) the
boundary entropy is found as
Sbdy = log g =
c
6
log
(√
λ2 + 1− λ
)
=
c
6
log
√
1− T
1 + T
. (7.140)
In our Lorentzian continuation, this boundary entropy gets complex valued
Sbdy = log g =
c
6
log
√
1− T
1 + T
=
c
6
log
[
−i
(
λ˜−
√
λ˜2 − 1
)]
=
c
6
log
[
λ˜−
√
λ˜2 − 1
]
− pic
12
i. (7.141)
However, owing to this, the total entropy becomes positive valued as in (7.136). This
suggests the dual Lorentzian BCFT assumes an exotic choice of boundary state. In
subsection 7.5, we will show how we obtain such a boundary state from a ordinary one
via a Wick rotation of a given CFT.
Finally we would like to ask the precise meaning of the entropy (7.136). One possibility
is that we regard (7.136) as the holographic pseudo entropy [53], where the initial state
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|ψ1〉 is chosen to (7.139), while the final state is the CFT vacuum |ψ2〉 = |0〉. In the
replica calculation the pseudo Renyi entropy is evaluates as
S
(n)
A =
1
1− n log〈0|σnσ¯n|B
′〉. (7.142)
For example, in a massless free Dirac fermion CFT we can evaluate this explicitly (see
the calculation in [54])
S
(n)
A =
1
6
(
1 +
1
n
)
log
(
tx

√
t2 − x2
)
, (7.143)
where the subsystem A is chosen to be the interval [0, x] at time t. Note that at late time
t x, we find the standard result SA = c3 log x . On the other hand, when t < x we have
complex valued entropy and in the limit t → 0 we find the behavior SA ∼ c6 log t + pii12
which agrees with (7.136) up to the imaginary constant. This appearance of a complex
value itself is not surprising because the pseudo entropy takes complex values in general.
However, we expect the imaginary part disappears in the large c limit of holographic CFTs
because the boundary entropy gets complex valued such that this cancels the imaginary
contribution to the disconnected geodesic.
In addition to the above interpretation in terms of pseudo entropy, we also expect that
(7.136) can also be interpreted as a standard entanglement entropy. This follows from
the covariant holographic entanglement entropy [23], whose derivation was given in [55].
Since the entanglement entropy gives a basic probe of time evolution of quantum states,
it is useful to ask how the quantum state at time t dual to our wedge geometry looks like.
As the boundary surface Q extends from the UV boundary toward the IR horizon under
the time evolution, we expect that this state looks like adding layers from the UV layers
in a scale invariant way which ends up with the full MERA tensor network [56, 57]. The
time evolution of entanglement entropy for this simple model can qualitatively explain
the logarithmic growth in (7.136).
7.4 Space-like boundaries with λ˜ < 0
Now let us focus on the space-like boundary λ˜ < 0 (i.e. the right of Fig. 10). In this
wedge geometry, which is much larger than the λ˜ > 0 case, there is no space-like geodesic
which connects a boundary point at z =  and a point on the surface Q. Instead there
is a time-like geodesic between the points.1 Notice that the case λ˜ < 0 and λ˜ > 0 are
1For another interpretation of presence of a time-like geodesic as a complex valued entanglement
entropy, refer to [58–60].
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separated by the case where the surface Q is space-like and therefore it is natural that
the interpretations of them are quite different. The brane world holography implies that
the gravity on this large wedge region for λ˜ < 0 is dual to a CFT on an upper half plane
plus a (quantum) gravity on dS2. This is in contrast with the λ˜ > 0 case where we
argued that the gravity is dual to just a CFT on an upper half plane. In other words,
the wedge holography for λ˜ < 0 has an additional degrees of freedom corresponding to
the two dimensional dS gravity. In this sense, understandings of the physics in the λ˜ < 0
case has a potential to answer the long standing problem of holography of dS gravity.
Consider the time evolution of quantum state in CFT in this large wedge spacetime.
For t < 0 we can regard the quantum state describes a time evolution as a MERA-like
tensor network. Starting from the IR disentangled state, we gradually add each layer with
quantum entanglement, and finally we realize the full MERA network which describes the
CFT ground state. Therefore we have a genuine CFT vacuum |0〉 at t = 0. For later time,
t > 0 the time evolution is trivial because e−iHt|0〉 = |0〉 under the CFT hamiltonian H.
This interpretation is consistent with the absence of space-like geodesic which connect the
AdS boundary and Q. Indeed, for t > 0 the correct entanglement entropy should be given
by the familiar connected geodesic (i.e. a half circle shape) which leads to SA =
c
3
log l

and there is no need for a presence of disconnected geodesics. It will be an intriguing
future problem to explore more on this and pursuit a possible connection to a de Sitter
holography.
7.5 Bubble nucleations in AdS
Let us get back to the general profile of the boundary surfaceQ (6.112) in AdS/BCFT. The
spacetime boundary in BCFT corresponds to a time-like surface in AdS with the unusual
values of the tension (7.135). This corresponds to the parameter region |α| > |β|. In the
Euclidean AdS, this boundary surface is floating in the bulk AdS without intersecting
with the AdS boundary. Its Lorentzian continuation x0 =
√
x21 − β2 + α2 describes the
bubble nucleation. The inside and outside of the Euclidean sphere Q are time evolved as
in the left and right picture of Fig. 11, which describes a bubble nucleation of universe
and a nucleation of bubble-of-nothing, respectively. In this Lorentzian signature, the
intersection between Q and AdS boundary is eventually created as in Fig. 11.
In the Euclidean CFT, we can describe this Euclidean BCFT by the following disk
with an imaginary radius
|w|2 = β2 − α2 < 0. (7.144)
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Figure 11: A bubble nucleation of universe (left) and a nucleation of bubble-of-nothing
(right) in a Lorentzian AdS/BCFT setup, described by a boundary surface Q with the
tension T ≥ 1/L (left) and T ≤ −1/L (right). The colored regions describe physical
spacetimes.
This imaginary radius corresponds to the fact that there is no actual intersection between
Q and the AdS boundary in the Euclidean setup. By taking Lorentzian analytical contin-
uation we can see that the choice (7.144) in the AdS/BCFT leads to gravity side results
which agree with the CFT calculations, as we will see below.
7.5.1 BCFT description via analytical continuation
In the following, we will formulate this nucleation of the bubble-of-nothing in AdS from the
CFT viewpoint and evaluate the entanglement entropy in the bubble nucleation process.
We focus on the setup of right picture of Fig. 11, which is related to the setup of subsection
7.3 (i.e. λ˜ > 0) via a global conformal transformation. On the other hand, the left one
in Fig. 11 is related to subsection 7.4 (i.e. λ˜ < 0) and we can analyze this case in a
similar way, though there is no disconnected geodesic which contributes the holographic
entanglement entropy.
Let us first consider the Euclidean BCFT on |w|2 ≥ r2 i.e. a region outside a radius r
disk. To evaluate a correlator in this setup, we usually make use of the doubling trick [61],
as shown in the left of Fig. 12. The kinematics of a BCFT n-point function is fixed by this
2n-point function with mirror points on the full plane. Thus, we can evaluate a 1-point
function with the circle boundary,
〈φ(w)〉disk ∝
(
r
(|w|2 − r2)
)2h
, (7.145)
where h is the conformal weight of φ. In general, the BCFT n-point function depends on
the details of the boundary and thus has a non-universal and complicated form, which
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Figure 12: The Euclidean CFT with the boundary |w|2 = r2. (Left) The doubling trick of
the usual BCFT. The mirror image of the point x is inserted onto the inversed point r2/x.
(Right) The doubling trick of the analytic continued BCFT. The analytic continuation
can be interpreted as the reflection of the mirror point.
can be expressed as the sum of chiral conformal blocks with the coefficients related to the
bulk-boundary 2-point functions [62].
To proceed our analysis, we focus on a particular boundary. Since we finally would
like to justify our CFT calculation by comparing with a simple gravity calculation, we
assume our CFT boundary to be dual to a purely gravitational end-of-the-world brane.
In that case, we can approximate the BCFT correlator by the chiral vacuum block in the
semiclassical limit, like the usual prescription in the large c CFT [46]. In other words, we
can think of the BCFT correlator as the chiral correlator (equivalently, the chiral block)
on the full plane. This is the usual procedure to evaluate the BCFT correlator with the
circle boundary in a holographic CFT.
Let us consider our analytic continuation r2 → −r2. This unusual BCFT on a disk
with an imaginary radius can also be treated by the doubling trick with a slight change.
We put the mirror operator not on the inversed point but on the inversed + reflected
point (see the right of Fig. 12). Following the above prescription, this is also just the
semiclassical correlator on the full plane, therefore, we expect this BCFT is reasonable.
Note that we cannot find the boundary in this BCFT, that is for example, if one operator
approaches the origin from outside the circle, it needs an infinite energy to cross the circle
barrier in the usual BCFT, on the other hand, in our BCFT, one finds no singularity even
when it crosses the circle.
One may ask whether this CFT really leads a reasonable result. To answer this, we
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will evaluate the entanglement entropy in the setup (the right of Fig. 11) following the
above prescription.2 It is well-known that the entanglement entropy can be calculated by a
correlator with twist operators. If we set a subsystem as A = [a, b], then the entanglement
entropy is given by
SA(t) = lim
n→1
1
1− n log 〈σn(a, t)σ¯n(b, t)〉Im-disk , (7.146)
where we mean Im -disk as the imaginary boundary (the right of Fig. 12) with the radius
ir with r2 = α2 − β2 > 0. For simplicity, we first calculate the entanglement entropy for
a subsystem A = [a,∞). This is given by the 1-point function with the twist operator,
〈σn(w)〉disk =
(
r
(|w|2 − r2)
)2hn
, (7.147)
where w = τ + ia (τ = it) and hn =
c
24
(
n− 1
n
)
is the conformal weight of the twist
operator. A naive analytic continuation to the imaginary radius leads to
〈σn(w)〉Im-disk =
(
ir
(a2 + r2 − t2)
)2hn
, (7.148)
and then we obtain the entanglement entropy as
SA(t) =
c
6
log
a2 + r2 − t2
ri
. (7.149)
This imaginary entanglement entropy is problematic. To resolve this problem, we have
to take into account the properties of the imaginary BCFT correlator more carefully.
For the purpose of the resolution, we follow the more rigorous evaluation of the en-
tanglement entropy [63]. From the viewpoint of the replica partition function, the twist
operator is thought of as a specific boundary of radius . We describe the 1-point func-
tion on a unit dist by this partition function Zβ,Bn with two boundaries, the first β is the
boundary associated to the twist operator and the second B is the original boundary,
〈σn(0)〉unit-disk = 〈σn|B〉 =
Zβ,Bn
(Zβ,B1 )
n
. (7.150)
From now on, we introduce a formal radius R for the unit disk in order to take the effect
of the analytic continuation r2 → −r2 into account. This replica partition function can
be mapped into a cylinder (with coordinate u, see Fig. 13) by the map,
u = i log(w). (7.151)
2 Even though there is a single boundary in this BCFT, we can regard (7.146) as a regular entanglement
entropy (or equally the pseudo entropy with the initial and final state identical) because at t = 0 there
is a (Euclidean) time reversal symmetry such that the upper path-integral is identical to the lower one.
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Figure 13: The map from a disk (left) to a cylinder (right).
The length of this cylinder is log R

and its circumference is 2pin. This replica partition
function can be written by
Zβ,Bn = 〈β|e−
1
2pin
log R

H |B〉 , (7.152)
where H is the hamiltonian of our CFT. Since this cylinder is very long (because of the
infinitesimal regulator ), we can approximate this amplitude as
Zβ,Bn = e
− 1
2pin
log R

E0 〈β|0〉 〈0|B〉 , (7.153)
where E0 = − cpi6 is the vacuum energy. Thus, we obtain
〈σn|B〉 =
(
R

)−2hn
(〈β|0〉 〈0|B〉)1−n . (7.154)
From this result, we find that the analytic continuation leads to
〈σn|Im-B〉 =
(
i

)−2hn
(〈β|0〉 〈0|B〉)1−n , (7.155)
where Im-B is the imaginary boundary state. This term is known as the boundary
entropy [49]. Taking this term into account, our calculation is improved as
〈σn(w)〉Im-disk = 〈σn|Im-B〉
(
ir
(a2 + r2 − t2)
)2hn
= (〈β|0〉 〈0|B〉)1−n
(
r
(a2 + r2 − t2)
)2hn
,
(7.156)
and the entanglement entropy is improved by
SA(t) =
c
6
log
a2 + r2 − t2
r
+ gB, (7.157)
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Figure 14: The vacuum block approximation of a two-point function in the holographic
BCFT. There are two possibilities, like the s- and t-channel vacuum block approximation
of a full plane four-point function with same operators.
where gB is the boundary entropy gB = log 〈0|B〉 and the contribution 〈β|0〉 is absorbed
by the redefinition of the regulator  as usual. Consequently, we find the “cancellation”
between the imaginary factor of the leading part of the entanglement entropy and the
imaginary factor of the boundary entropy, and then the imaginary problem is perfectly
resolved, therefore, we argue that our formulation of this imaginary BCFT is reasonable
in this sense.
Let us move on to the more general case where the subsystem is given by an interval
A = [a, b] with a < −r < r < b. If we assume that in the gravity dual, the end-of-the-
world brane is only coupled to the metric, we can approximate the two-point function
(7.146) as [34]
〈σn(a, t)σ¯n(b, t)〉Im-disk −−→n→1
 〈0|B〉
2(n−1)
(
r
(a2+r2−t2)
)2hn (
r
(b2+r2−t2)
)2hn
, disconnected,(

(b−a)
)4hn
, connected.
(7.158)
Here there are two possibilities of the vacuum block approximation. One is the discon-
nected channel approximation (the left of Fig. 14) and the other is the connected channel
approximation (the right of Fig. 14). As a result, we obtain
SA(t) =
{
c
6
log a
2+r2−t2
r
+ c
6
log b
2+r2−t2
r
+ 2gB, disconnected,
c
3
log b−a

, connected,
(7.159)
where we remind r =
√
α2 − β2 > 0. If we neglect the contribution from the boundary
degrees of freedom i.e. gB = 0, for simplicity, the transition time t∗ from the connected
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geodesic to disconnected one is
t∗ =
√
(a− r)2 + (b− r)2
2
. (7.160)
In particular, if we set a = −b, then we have t∗ = b− r.
Note that if the time t approaches t =
√
b2 + r2 (more formally,
∣∣t−√b2 + r2∣∣ → )
with a = −b, then the entanglement entropy vanishes as one can see in (7.159). This is
natural because, in that time, the subsystem A coincides with the space-like boundary
where the two dimensional spacetime of the CFT ends.
7.5.2 Gravity dual description
In the former subsection, we performed CFT computations via a doubling trick with a
Wick rotated boundary to compute the entanglement entropy in the setup given by the
right picture of Fig. 11. Here in this subsection, we will perform a holographic calculation
on the gravity side and confirm that the two results indeed match with each other.
Let us first consider the subsystem A = [a,∞). The holographic entanglement entropy
is given by
SA = S
dis
A =
La
4GN
, (7.161)
where La is the length of the so-called disconnected geodesic which is the spacelike geodesic
extending from (t, x, z) = (t, a, ) and ending on the end-of-the-world brane Q. This
calculation of entanglement entropy in AdS/BCFT [18, 19] is similar to those for the
joining/splitting local quenches [64–66] (see also [67–69]). Note that the Newton constant
GN in AdS3 is related to the central charge c in CFT2 by 1/(4GN) = c/6.
Consider the corresponding Euclidean setup of the right picture in Fig. 11 with x2 =
ix0. The bulk is given by the Poincare AdS outside of the bubble:
x21 + x
2
2 + (z − α)2 ≥ β2. (7.162)
This is shown in Fig. 15.
Now, let us find out the disconnected geodesic between (x2, x1, z) = (0, a, ) and the
end-of-the-world brane. The disconnected geodesic should lie on the x2 = 0 slice due to the
x2 ↔ −x2 symmetry in our setup. Therefore, the geodesic’s ending point on the brane can
be denoted as (x2, x1, z) = (0, ξ, ζ). The distance between (x2, x1, z) = (0, a, ), (0, ξ, ζ) is
given by
cosh−1
(
(a− ξ)2 + ζ2 + 2
2ζ
)
' log
(
(a− ξ)2 + ζ2
ζ
)
. (7.163)
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Figure 15: The Euclidean setup corresponding to the right picture of Fig. 11 with x2 = ix0.
The end-of-the-world brane Q is given by x21 + x
2
2 + (z − α)2 = β2.
Varying (ξ, ζ) under the restriction ξ2 + (ζ − α)2 = β2, we can see that (7.163) takes
extremal value at
(ξ, ζ) =
(
− 2aβ(α− β)
a2 + (α− β)2 ,
(α− β)(a2 + α2 − β2)
a2 + (α− β)2
)
, (7.164)(
2aβ(α + β)
a2 + (α + β)2
,
(α + β)(a2 + α2 − β2)
a2 + (α + β)2
)
. (7.165)
If we carefully look at the x2 = 0 slice, we can see from Fig. 16 that (7.165) is the point
where the disconnected geodesic ends. Plugging this back into (7.163), we can get the
length of the disconnected geodesic
La = log
(
a2 + α2 − β2
(α + β)
)
. (7.166)
The geodesic itself is given by the following equationz2 + (x1 − a)
(
x1 +
α2−β2
a
)
= 0,
x2 = 0.
(7.167)
Here note that (x2, x1) = (0, (α
2− β2)/a) is nothing but the inversed + reflected point of
(x2, x1) = (0, a) shown in the right of Fig. 12.
Thanks to the rotation symmetry of the Euclidean setup, these results can be easily
extended to the disconnected geodesic starting from (x2, x1, z) = (τ, a, ). In this case,
the length is
La = log
(
a2 + τ 2 + α2 − β2
(α + β)
)
, (7.168)
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<latexit sha1_base64="ioH1QRa0fGjzc XWGCwzxv7OHZLc=">AAAC53ichVFNSxxBEK2ZaKKr0TUeFLyIi7KSuNQMQsSTmItHv1Y Fx116Jr27jb0zw0zvghn24jGX3FTISSEE8Wfkkj+Qg/8g4lHBiwdrPkBWMalhul+9rlf9 utv2pQgV4qWmv+rpff2mrz83MPh2aDg/8m4r9FqBw8uOJ71gx2Yhl8LlZSWU5Dt+wFnT lnzb3v8Ur2+3eRAKz91UBz7fa7K6K2rCYYqoav7QkryminNWLWBOZDLL5ooVLSb9BptLk tlOxCrm+26uYnY+pJJuvhiXpkzFTLmK+VIHKxD1hpqt5gtYwiQmnwMjAwXIYtXL/wQLP oMHDrSgCRxcUIQlMAjp2wUDEHzi9iAiLiAkknUOHciRtkVVnCoYsfs01inbzViX8rhnmK gd2kXSH5ByEqbxD57jDf7GC7zC+xd7RUmP2MsBzXaq5X51+Ov4xt1/VU2aFTQeVf/0rK AGC4lXQd79hIlP4aT69pfjm43F9eloBs/wmvyf4iX+ohO47Vvnxxpf/w45egDj6XU/B1t mycCSsTZfWFrOnqIPJmAKinTfH2EJVmAVyrTvX21IG9PGdaF/04/0k7RU1zLNKHSFfvo AN0O4EQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioH1QRa0fGjzc XWGCwzxv7OHZLc=">AAAC53ichVFNSxxBEK2ZaKKr0TUeFLyIi7KSuNQMQsSTmItHv1Y Fx116Jr27jb0zw0zvghn24jGX3FTISSEE8Wfkkj+Qg/8g4lHBiwdrPkBWMalhul+9rlf9 utv2pQgV4qWmv+rpff2mrz83MPh2aDg/8m4r9FqBw8uOJ71gx2Yhl8LlZSWU5Dt+wFnT lnzb3v8Ur2+3eRAKz91UBz7fa7K6K2rCYYqoav7QkryminNWLWBOZDLL5ooVLSb9BptLk tlOxCrm+26uYnY+pJJuvhiXpkzFTLmK+VIHKxD1hpqt5gtYwiQmnwMjAwXIYtXL/wQLP oMHDrSgCRxcUIQlMAjp2wUDEHzi9iAiLiAkknUOHciRtkVVnCoYsfs01inbzViX8rhnmK gd2kXSH5ByEqbxD57jDf7GC7zC+xd7RUmP2MsBzXaq5X51+Ov4xt1/VU2aFTQeVf/0rK AGC4lXQd79hIlP4aT69pfjm43F9eloBs/wmvyf4iX+ohO47Vvnxxpf/w45egDj6XU/B1t mycCSsTZfWFrOnqIPJmAKinTfH2EJVmAVyrTvX21IG9PGdaF/04/0k7RU1zLNKHSFfvo AN0O4EQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioH1QRa0fGjzc XWGCwzxv7OHZLc=">AAAC53ichVFNSxxBEK2ZaKKr0TUeFLyIi7KSuNQMQsSTmItHv1Y Fx116Jr27jb0zw0zvghn24jGX3FTISSEE8Wfkkj+Qg/8g4lHBiwdrPkBWMalhul+9rlf9 utv2pQgV4qWmv+rpff2mrz83MPh2aDg/8m4r9FqBw8uOJ71gx2Yhl8LlZSWU5Dt+wFnT lnzb3v8Ur2+3eRAKz91UBz7fa7K6K2rCYYqoav7QkryminNWLWBOZDLL5ooVLSb9BptLk tlOxCrm+26uYnY+pJJuvhiXpkzFTLmK+VIHKxD1hpqt5gtYwiQmnwMjAwXIYtXL/wQLP oMHDrSgCRxcUIQlMAjp2wUDEHzi9iAiLiAkknUOHciRtkVVnCoYsfs01inbzViX8rhnmK gd2kXSH5ByEqbxD57jDf7GC7zC+xd7RUmP2MsBzXaq5X51+Ov4xt1/VU2aFTQeVf/0rK AGC4lXQd79hIlP4aT69pfjm43F9eloBs/wmvyf4iX+ohO47Vvnxxpf/w45egDj6XU/B1t mycCSsTZfWFrOnqIPJmAKinTfH2EJVmAVyrTvX21IG9PGdaF/04/0k7RU1zLNKHSFfvo AN0O4EQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioH1QRa0fGjzc XWGCwzxv7OHZLc=">AAAC53ichVFNSxxBEK2ZaKKr0TUeFLyIi7KSuNQMQsSTmItHv1Y Fx116Jr27jb0zw0zvghn24jGX3FTISSEE8Wfkkj+Qg/8g4lHBiwdrPkBWMalhul+9rlf9 utv2pQgV4qWmv+rpff2mrz83MPh2aDg/8m4r9FqBw8uOJ71gx2Yhl8LlZSWU5Dt+wFnT lnzb3v8Ur2+3eRAKz91UBz7fa7K6K2rCYYqoav7QkryminNWLWBOZDLL5ooVLSb9BptLk tlOxCrm+26uYnY+pJJuvhiXpkzFTLmK+VIHKxD1hpqt5gtYwiQmnwMjAwXIYtXL/wQLP oMHDrSgCRxcUIQlMAjp2wUDEHzi9iAiLiAkknUOHciRtkVVnCoYsfs01inbzViX8rhnmK gd2kXSH5ByEqbxD57jDf7GC7zC+xd7RUmP2MsBzXaq5X51+Ov4xt1/VU2aFTQeVf/0rK AGC4lXQd79hIlP4aT69pfjm43F9eloBs/wmvyf4iX+ohO47Vvnxxpf/w45egDj6XU/B1t mycCSsTZfWFrOnqIPJmAKinTfH2EJVmAVyrTvX21IG9PGdaF/04/0k7RU1zLNKHSFfvo AN0O4EQ==</latexit>
✓
2a (↵+  )
a2 + (↵+  )2
,
(↵+  )(a2 + ↵2    2)
a2 + (↵+  )2
◆
<latexit sha1_base64="H3pyk9CokaWwYYoUcK5vpF2w4BU=">AAAC5nichVHPSxtBFH67tdamVdMKbaGX0GCJaMPbpaD0JPbSY/wRFVwTZtdJMjjZXXYnAV1y6NWDN8mh lyqUIv4ZXvoPePAvEOkxhV566NsfUFJR37Iz3/vmfW++mbF9KUKFeKnpD0Yejj4ae5x78nR8YjL/7Pl66HUCh1cdT3rBps1CLoXLq0ooyTf9gLO2LfmGvfsxXt/o8iAUnrum9ny+3WZNVzSEwxRR9fxnS/KGKlmNgDmRySybK1aymPRbbDZJZnoRq5mzw1zN7M2lkmG+FJemTM18l3A187YOViCaLTVTzxexjEkUbgIjA0XIouLlv4MFO+CBAx1oAwcXFG EJDEL6tsAABJ+4bYiICwiJZJ1DD3Kk7VAVpwpG7C6NTcq2MtalPO4ZJmqHdpH0B6QswDRe4CkO8Aee4TX+ubVXlPSIvezRbKda7tcnD16t/r5X1aZZQeuf6k7PChqwkHgV5N1PmPgUTqrv7vcHqx9WpqO3eII/yf8xXuI5ncDt/nK+LfOVL5CjBzD+v+6bYN0sG1g2lt8XF5eypxiD1/AGSnTf87AIn6ACVdr3ShvXXmgv9ZZ+qB/p/bRU1zLNFAyF/vUvj OO30g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H3pyk9CokaWwYYoUcK5vpF2w4BU=">AAAC5nichVHPSxtBFH67tdamVdMKbaGX0GCJaMPbpaD0JPbSY/wRFVwTZtdJMjjZXXYnAV1y6NWDN8mh lyqUIv4ZXvoPePAvEOkxhV566NsfUFJR37Iz3/vmfW++mbF9KUKFeKnpD0Yejj4ae5x78nR8YjL/7Pl66HUCh1cdT3rBps1CLoXLq0ooyTf9gLO2LfmGvfsxXt/o8iAUnrum9ny+3WZNVzSEwxRR9fxnS/KGKlmNgDmRySybK1aymPRbbDZJZnoRq5mzw1zN7M2lkmG+FJemTM18l3A187YOViCaLTVTzxexjEkUbgIjA0XIouLlv4MFO+CBAx1oAwcXFG EJDEL6tsAABJ+4bYiICwiJZJ1DD3Kk7VAVpwpG7C6NTcq2MtalPO4ZJmqHdpH0B6QswDRe4CkO8Aee4TX+ubVXlPSIvezRbKda7tcnD16t/r5X1aZZQeuf6k7PChqwkHgV5N1PmPgUTqrv7vcHqx9WpqO3eII/yf8xXuI5ncDt/nK+LfOVL5CjBzD+v+6bYN0sG1g2lt8XF5eypxiD1/AGSnTf87AIn6ACVdr3ShvXXmgv9ZZ+qB/p/bRU1zLNFAyF/vUvj OO30g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H3pyk9CokaWwYYoUcK5vpF2w4BU=">AAAC5nichVHPSxtBFH67tdamVdMKbaGX0GCJaMPbpaD0JPbSY/wRFVwTZtdJMjjZXXYnAV1y6NWDN8mh lyqUIv4ZXvoPePAvEOkxhV566NsfUFJR37Iz3/vmfW++mbF9KUKFeKnpD0Yejj4ae5x78nR8YjL/7Pl66HUCh1cdT3rBps1CLoXLq0ooyTf9gLO2LfmGvfsxXt/o8iAUnrum9ny+3WZNVzSEwxRR9fxnS/KGKlmNgDmRySybK1aymPRbbDZJZnoRq5mzw1zN7M2lkmG+FJemTM18l3A187YOViCaLTVTzxexjEkUbgIjA0XIouLlv4MFO+CBAx1oAwcXFG EJDEL6tsAABJ+4bYiICwiJZJ1DD3Kk7VAVpwpG7C6NTcq2MtalPO4ZJmqHdpH0B6QswDRe4CkO8Aee4TX+ubVXlPSIvezRbKda7tcnD16t/r5X1aZZQeuf6k7PChqwkHgV5N1PmPgUTqrv7vcHqx9WpqO3eII/yf8xXuI5ncDt/nK+LfOVL5CjBzD+v+6bYN0sG1g2lt8XF5eypxiD1/AGSnTf87AIn6ACVdr3ShvXXmgv9ZZ+qB/p/bRU1zLNFAyF/vUvj OO30g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bs8QlLljyYde7WbNFuyzJJm+ZMk=">AAACVXichVG7SgNBFD1ZX3F9JMFGsAmGiFW4a6NYCTaWeZgHxBB2N6Mu2ewuu5tADP5AWgsLKwUR8TNs /AGL9DZiGcHGwrubgKiod5iZM2fm3DlzR3NMw/OJBhFpYnJqeiY6K8/NywuLsfh8ybPbri6Kum3abkVTPWEalij6hm+KiuMKtaWZoqw1d4P9cke4nmFb+37XEbWWemQZh4au+kxl6/EUZSiM5E+gjEEK47DjNzhAAzZ0tNGCgAWfsQkVHrcqFBAc5mroMecyMsJ9gVPIrG3zKcEnVGabPB7xqjpmLV4HOb1QrfMtJneXlUmk6ZFuaUgPdEfP9P5rrl6YI/ DS5VkbaYVTj/WXC2//qlo8+zj+VP3p2cchtkKvBnt3QiZ4hT7Sd07Oh4XtfLq3Rlf0wv4vaUD3/AKr86pf50T+AjLXX/le7Z+gtJFRKKPkCFGsYBXrXOZN7GAPWRT5ugb6OIs8SbKUGP2TFBl/WAJfQlr6AAYJh7c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HY3Pl/8C6VcPMFJTv1ZOZJaYecE=">AAAC23ichVG/T9tAFH52W0jTBAJDW6kLKgIlShs9ewF1qtSlIz8aQMIkOptLfMrFtuxLJLAysDKwoQyd WqmqEH9Gl/4DHfgLEOpIpS4d+mxHqtIo8E53995373v33T07kCJSiFea/uDho5nZ3OP8k0Jxbr60UNiJ/F7o8LrjSz/cs1nEpfB4XQkl+V4Qcta1Jd+1O++S890+DyPhex/UUcAPuqztiZZwmCKoWTqxJG+pstUKmRObzLK5YmWLycBl1TSoDGLWMKvjWMMcvMoo43g5Sc2Qhvk6xRrmtApWKNquqjRLy1jD1JYmHWPkLMPINvzSV7DgEHxwoAdd4OCBIl 8Cg4jGPhiAEBB2ADFhIXkiPecwgDxxe5TFKYMR2qG1TdH+CPUoTmpGKduhWyTNkJhLsII/8AJv8Tte4g3+mVorTmskWo5otzMuD5rzp8+3f9/L6tKuwP3HulOzghasp1oFaQ9SJHmFk/H7x8Pb7TdbK/EqfsafpP8TXuE3eoHX/+V82eRbHyFPDTD+/+5JZ8esGVgzNhFy8AJeQpm+eQ3ewnvYgDpdd60VtafaM93Vz/TzrFW6NurZIoyZPvwLkku2gA==< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HY3Pl/8C6VcPMFJTv1ZOZJaYecE=">AAAC23ichVG/T9tAFH52W0jTBAJDW6kLKgIlShs9ewF1qtSlIz8aQMIkOptLfMrFtuxLJLAysDKwoQyd WqmqEH9Gl/4DHfgLEOpIpS4d+mxHqtIo8E53995373v33T07kCJSiFea/uDho5nZ3OP8k0Jxbr60UNiJ/F7o8LrjSz/cs1nEpfB4XQkl+V4Qcta1Jd+1O++S890+DyPhex/UUcAPuqztiZZwmCKoWTqxJG+pstUKmRObzLK5YmWLycBl1TSoDGLWMKvjWMMcvMoo43g5Sc2Qhvk6xRrmtApWKNquqjRLy1jD1JYmHWPkLMPINvzSV7DgEHxwoAdd4OCBIl 8Cg4jGPhiAEBB2ADFhIXkiPecwgDxxe5TFKYMR2qG1TdH+CPUoTmpGKduhWyTNkJhLsII/8AJv8Tte4g3+mVorTmskWo5otzMuD5rzp8+3f9/L6tKuwP3HulOzghasp1oFaQ9SJHmFk/H7x8Pb7TdbK/EqfsafpP8TXuE3eoHX/+V82eRbHyFPDTD+/+5JZ8esGVgzNhFy8AJeQpm+eQ3ewnvYgDpdd60VtafaM93Vz/TzrFW6NurZIoyZPvwLkku2gA==< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jRwxZ9aHlxrwG/yzTQfcKd5nsjM=">AAAC5nichVFNSxxBEK2ZaNSNxk0EFXKRLMqKutTMJcGT6MWjH1kVHHfpGXt3G3tnhpneBTPsIdcccgse vKggIv4ML/6BHPwFQTwayCWH1HyArKLWMN2vXterft1t+1KECvFa01/19L7u6x/IvRkcejucf/d+I/RagcPLjie9YMtmIZfC5WUllORbfsBZ05Z8095bitc32zwIhed+Ufs+32myuitqwmGKqGr+myV5TRWtWsCcyGSWzRUrWkz6DTaTJNOdiFXMmW6uYnZmU0k3X4xLU6ZiziVcxXyqgxWIekNNV/MFLGESE4+BkYECZLHi5c/Agl3wwIEWNIGDC4qwBA YhfdtgAIJP3A5ExAWERLLOoQM50raoilMFI3aPxjpl2xnrUh73DBO1Q7tI+gNSTsAk/sJzvMMrvMAb/PdkryjpEXvZp9lOtdyvDn8fX//7oqpJs4LGvepZzwpq8DnxKsi7nzDxKZxU3/56cLc+vzYZTeEJ3pL/Y7zGSzqB2/7jnK7ytUPI0QMYD6/7MdgwSwaWjFUsLCxmT9EPH+AjFOm+P8ECLMMKlGnf39qQNqqN6Q39h/5TP0hLdS3TjEBX6Ef/AYujt 84=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H3pyk9CokaWwYYoUcK5vpF2w4BU=">AAAC5nichVHPSxtBFH67tdamVdMKbaGX0GCJaMPbpaD0JPbSY/wRFVwTZtdJMjjZXXYnAV1y6NWDN8mh lyqUIv4ZXvoPePAvEOkxhV566NsfUFJR37Iz3/vmfW++mbF9KUKFeKnpD0Yejj4ae5x78nR8YjL/7Pl66HUCh1cdT3rBps1CLoXLq0ooyTf9gLO2LfmGvfsxXt/o8iAUnrum9ny+3WZNVzSEwxRR9fxnS/KGKlmNgDmRySybK1aymPRbbDZJZnoRq5mzw1zN7M2lkmG+FJemTM18l3A187YOViCaLTVTzxexjEkUbgIjA0XIouLlv4MFO+CBAx1oAwcXFG EJDEL6tsAABJ+4bYiICwiJZJ1DD3Kk7VAVpwpG7C6NTcq2MtalPO4ZJmqHdpH0B6QswDRe4CkO8Aee4TX+ubVXlPSIvezRbKda7tcnD16t/r5X1aZZQeuf6k7PChqwkHgV5N1PmPgUTqrv7vcHqx9WpqO3eII/yf8xXuI5ncDt/nK+LfOVL5CjBzD+v+6bYN0sG1g2lt8XF5eypxiD1/AGSnTf87AIn6ACVdr3ShvXXmgv9ZZ+qB/p/bRU1zLNFAyF/vUvj OO30g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H3pyk9CokaWwYYoUcK5vpF2w4BU=">AAAC5nichVHPSxtBFH67tdamVdMKbaGX0GCJaMPbpaD0JPbSY/wRFVwTZtdJMjjZXXYnAV1y6NWDN8mh lyqUIv4ZXvoPePAvEOkxhV566NsfUFJR37Iz3/vmfW++mbF9KUKFeKnpD0Yejj4ae5x78nR8YjL/7Pl66HUCh1cdT3rBps1CLoXLq0ooyTf9gLO2LfmGvfsxXt/o8iAUnrum9ny+3WZNVzSEwxRR9fxnS/KGKlmNgDmRySybK1aymPRbbDZJZnoRq5mzw1zN7M2lkmG+FJemTM18l3A187YOViCaLTVTzxexjEkUbgIjA0XIouLlv4MFO+CBAx1oAwcXFG EJDEL6tsAABJ+4bYiICwiJZJ1DD3Kk7VAVpwpG7C6NTcq2MtalPO4ZJmqHdpH0B6QswDRe4CkO8Aee4TX+ubVXlPSIvezRbKda7tcnD16t/r5X1aZZQeuf6k7PChqwkHgV5N1PmPgUTqrv7vcHqx9WpqO3eII/yf8xXuI5ncDt/nK+LfOVL5CjBzD+v+6bYN0sG1g2lt8XF5eypxiD1/AGSnTf87AIn6ACVdr3ShvXXmgv9ZZ+qB/p/bRU1zLNFAyF/vUvj OO30g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H3pyk9CokaWwYYoUcK5vpF2w4BU=">AAAC5nichVHPSxtBFH67tdamVdMKbaGX0GCJaMPbpaD0JPbSY/wRFVwTZtdJMjjZXXYnAV1y6NWDN8mh lyqUIv4ZXvoPePAvEOkxhV566NsfUFJR37Iz3/vmfW++mbF9KUKFeKnpD0Yejj4ae5x78nR8YjL/7Pl66HUCh1cdT3rBps1CLoXLq0ooyTf9gLO2LfmGvfsxXt/o8iAUnrum9ny+3WZNVzSEwxRR9fxnS/KGKlmNgDmRySybK1aymPRbbDZJZnoRq5mzw1zN7M2lkmG+FJemTM18l3A187YOViCaLTVTzxexjEkUbgIjA0XIouLlv4MFO+CBAx1oAwcXFG EJDEL6tsAABJ+4bYiICwiJZJ1DD3Kk7VAVpwpG7C6NTcq2MtalPO4ZJmqHdpH0B6QswDRe4CkO8Aee4TX+ubVXlPSIvezRbKda7tcnD16t/r5X1aZZQeuf6k7PChqwkHgV5N1PmPgUTqrv7vcHqx9WpqO3eII/yf8xXuI5ncDt/nK+LfOVL5CjBzD+v+6bYN0sG1g2lt8XF5eypxiD1/AGSnTf87AIn6ACVdr3ShvXXmgv9ZZ+qB/p/bRU1zLNFAyF/vUvj OO30g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H3pyk9CokaWwYYoUcK5vpF2w4BU=">AAAC5nichVHPSxtBFH67tdamVdMKbaGX0GCJaMPbpaD0JPbSY/wRFVwTZtdJMjjZXXYnAV1y6NWDN8mh lyqUIv4ZXvoPePAvEOkxhV566NsfUFJR37Iz3/vmfW++mbF9KUKFeKnpD0Yejj4ae5x78nR8YjL/7Pl66HUCh1cdT3rBps1CLoXLq0ooyTf9gLO2LfmGvfsxXt/o8iAUnrum9ny+3WZNVzSEwxRR9fxnS/KGKlmNgDmRySybK1aymPRbbDZJZnoRq5mzw1zN7M2lkmG+FJemTM18l3A187YOViCaLTVTzxexjEkUbgIjA0XIouLlv4MFO+CBAx1oAwcXFG EJDEL6tsAABJ+4bYiICwiJZJ1DD3Kk7VAVpwpG7C6NTcq2MtalPO4ZJmqHdpH0B6QswDRe4CkO8Aee4TX+ubVXlPSIvezRbKda7tcnD16t/r5X1aZZQeuf6k7PChqwkHgV5N1PmPgUTqrv7vcHqx9WpqO3eII/yf8xXuI5ncDt/nK+LfOVL5CjBzD+v+6bYN0sG1g2lt8XF5eypxiD1/AGSnTf87AIn6ACVdr3ShvXXmgv9ZZ+qB/p/bRU1zLNFAyF/vUvj OO30g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H3pyk9CokaWwYYoUcK5vpF2w4BU=">AAAC5nichVHPSxtBFH67tdamVdMKbaGX0GCJaMPbpaD0JPbSY/wRFVwTZtdJMjjZXXYnAV1y6NWDN8mh lyqUIv4ZXvoPePAvEOkxhV566NsfUFJR37Iz3/vmfW++mbF9KUKFeKnpD0Yejj4ae5x78nR8YjL/7Pl66HUCh1cdT3rBps1CLoXLq0ooyTf9gLO2LfmGvfsxXt/o8iAUnrum9ny+3WZNVzSEwxRR9fxnS/KGKlmNgDmRySybK1aymPRbbDZJZnoRq5mzw1zN7M2lkmG+FJemTM18l3A187YOViCaLTVTzxexjEkUbgIjA0XIouLlv4MFO+CBAx1oAwcXFG EJDEL6tsAABJ+4bYiICwiJZJ1DD3Kk7VAVpwpG7C6NTcq2MtalPO4ZJmqHdpH0B6QswDRe4CkO8Aee4TX+ubVXlPSIvezRbKda7tcnD16t/r5X1aZZQeuf6k7PChqwkHgV5N1PmPgUTqrv7vcHqx9WpqO3eII/yf8xXuI5ncDt/nK+LfOVL5CjBzD+v+6bYN0sG1g2lt8XF5eypxiD1/AGSnTf87AIn6ACVdr3ShvXXmgv9ZZ+qB/p/bRU1zLNFAyF/vUvj OO30g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H3pyk9CokaWwYYoUcK5vpF2w4BU=">AAAC5nichVHPSxtBFH67tdamVdMKbaGX0GCJaMPbpaD0JPbSY/wRFVwTZtdJMjjZXXYnAV1y6NWDN8mh lyqUIv4ZXvoPePAvEOkxhV566NsfUFJR37Iz3/vmfW++mbF9KUKFeKnpD0Yejj4ae5x78nR8YjL/7Pl66HUCh1cdT3rBps1CLoXLq0ooyTf9gLO2LfmGvfsxXt/o8iAUnrum9ny+3WZNVzSEwxRR9fxnS/KGKlmNgDmRySybK1aymPRbbDZJZnoRq5mzw1zN7M2lkmG+FJemTM18l3A187YOViCaLTVTzxexjEkUbgIjA0XIouLlv4MFO+CBAx1oAwcXFG EJDEL6tsAABJ+4bYiICwiJZJ1DD3Kk7VAVpwpG7C6NTcq2MtalPO4ZJmqHdpH0B6QswDRe4CkO8Aee4TX+ubVXlPSIvezRbKda7tcnD16t/r5X1aZZQeuf6k7PChqwkHgV5N1PmPgUTqrv7vcHqx9WpqO3eII/yf8xXuI5ncDt/nK+LfOVL5CjBzD+v+6bYN0sG1g2lt8XF5eypxiD1/AGSnTf87AIn6ACVdr3ShvXXmgv9ZZ+qB/p/bRU1zLNFAyF/vUvj OO30g==</latexit>
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Figure 16: The x2 = 0 slice. It is shown how the disconnected geodesic (and its extension)
intersects with the bubble and the AdS boundary z = 0.
and the geodesic followsz2 + (
a√
a2+τ2
x1 +
τ√
a2+τ2
x2 −
√
a2 + τ 2)
(
a√
a2+τ2
x1 +
τ√
a2+τ2
x2 +
α2−β2√
a2+τ2
)
= 0,
ax2 − τx1 = 0.
(7.169)
Performing analytic continuation x2 = ix0, τ = it,
La = log
(
a2 − t2 + α2 − β2
(α + β)
)
, (7.170)
and the geodesic follows z2 =
(t−x0)((a2−t2)x0+(α2−β2)t)
t2
,
x1 =
a
t
x0.
(7.171)
Here we can explicitly write down the tangent vector of this geodesic and check it is
spacelike. Accordingly, the holographic entanglement entropy of subsystem A = [a,∞) is
given by
SA =
La
4GN
=
c
6
log
(
a2 − t2 + α2 − β2
(α + β)
)
. (7.172)
This perfectly matches with (7.157) with the boundary entropy identified as
gB =
c
6
log
(√
α2 − β2
α + β
)
=
c
6
log
(√
α− β
α + β
)
. (7.173)
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The assumption 0 ≤ β < α in our setup implies that the boundary entropy gB should
always be non-positive. This value of gB agrees with the real part of our earlier result
(7.141) for the plane shape boundary surface.
We can also consider a more general case where the subsystem is given by A = [a, b].
In this case, the holographic entanglement entropy is given by
SA = min{SconA , SdisA }, (7.174)
SconA =
Lab
4GN
, SdisA =
La + Lb
4GN
. (7.175)
where Lab is the length of the so-called connected geodesic which is spacelike and con-
nects (x2, x1, z) = (t, a, ) and (x2, x1, z) = (t, b, ). The connected geodesic and the
disconnected geodesic correspond to the connected channel and the disconnected channel
on the CFT side shown in Fig. 14 respectively. This holographic formula gives us the
same results with (7.159) and hence we would like to omit the discussion here.
8 Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we have proposed a codimension two holography, called wedge holography,
between gravity on a d+1 dimensional wedge region Wd+1 in AdS, surrounded by two end-
of-the-world branes and a d− 1 dimensional CFT on its corner Σd−1. We can derive our
wedge holography via two different routes. One is to employ the brane world holography
and apply holography twice. The other one is to take a limit of the AdS/BCFT formula-
tion. After we have formulated this holography, we have calculated the total free energy,
holographic entanglement entropy and spectrum of conformal dimensions. In particular,
we have studied the d = 2 and d = 3 cases in detail. We have shown that the expected
correlation functions in d− 1 dimensional CFT can be recovered from a bulk scalar field
on the d+1 dimensional wedge space. The forms of free energy and entanglement entropy
agree with general expectations for d− 1 dimensional CFTs.
In d = 3, we have computed the central charge from the conformal anomaly. We
have independently evaluated the holographic entanglement entropy and showed that the
result perfectly matches with the known result of entanglement entropy in two dimensional
CFTs. The central charge computed from the holographic entanglement entropy agrees
with that from the conformal anomaly. Moreover, we have confirmed that our wedge
holography leads to phase transition behaviors of entanglement entropy for disconnected
subsystems which are expected from holographic CFTs. These provide non-trivial tests
of our wedge holography.
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In d = 2, the dual theory is supposed to be a quantum mechanics. However, our
gravity calculation shows that no Schwarzian action appears. Moreover, we find that
the free energy at finite temperature is given by a universal quantity analogous to the
boundary entropy (or g function), which is expected to describe the degrees of freedom
of our conformal quantum mechanics. Since our wedge geometry is a part of AdS3, we
expect that the ground state preserves the SL(2, R) conformal symmetry as opposed to
the Schwarzian quantum mechanics and its dual JT gravity. Though the dual theory
can be a genuine conformal quantum mechanics, we need to remember that there is a
Kaluza-Klein tower of primary operators as the gravity is actually three dimensional. It
will be an interesting future problem to explore this more and identify the dual theory.
If we impose the Neumann boundary condition on Σ instead of the Dirichlet condition,
we find a third interpretation of our wedge setup in terms of two d− 1 dimensional CFTs
on Σ which are interacting via d − 1 dimensional gravity. It is an interesting future
problem to explore this gravity dual of interacting two CFTs obtained by gluing two
AdSd geometries in more depth.
Finally, we have studied another class of wedge geometries, which is expected to be
dual to a space-like boundary in a Lorentzian CFT. Even though we have analyzed the
AdS3 case, our studies can be generalized to higher dimensions in a straightforward way.
In this class of examples, the end-of-the-world brane takes the form of de Sitter spacetime
and the tension takes unusual values |T |L > 1. We have argued that the wedge geometry
with T < −1/L is dual to a BCFT with a space-like boundary, while that with T >
1/L is dual to a combined system of a BCFT with a space-like boundary and a gravity
on de Sitter space. Our result of holographic entanglement entropy is consistent with
this interpretation. We also find that more general profiles of end-of-the-world branes,
obtained from global conformal maps, can describe either a bubble nucleation of universe
or a nucleation of a bubble-of-nothing. These provide new setups of AdS/BCFT going
beyond the standard ones with the values of tension |T |L < 1. Notice that in them,
boundaries of the Lorentzian spacetimes where CFTs are defined, are space-like, while the
end-of-the-world branes in the bulk are time-like. We have also given a CFT description
of these new setups which we originally found from the gravity viewpoint. Interestingly,
we encounter unusual analytical continuation of the standard Euclidean CFT such that
the radius of disk is imaginary. Though this imaginary continuation gives a complex value
for the boundary entropy, the final values of entanglement entropy turn out to be real,
matching with the holographic result. It will be an intriguing future direction to further
explore this class of boundaries in CFTs.
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A A brief review of the Schwarzian action
The Schwarzian derivative is defined by (t˙ = dt
du
)
Sch(t, u) = t˙−2
(
...
t t˙− 3
2
(t¨)2
)
. (A.176)
It satisfies the following relations under coordinate transformations
Sch(t, u) = Sch(t˜, u) +
(
dt˜
dt
)2
· Sch(t, t˜),
Sch(t, u) = Sch(u˜, u) +
(
du˜
du
)2
· Sch(t, u˜),
Sch(t, u) = −
(
dt
du
)4
Sch(u, t).
(A.177)
We have Sch(t, u) = 0 iff
t(u) =
au+ b
cu+ d
. (A.178)
Also the equation of motion for the Schwarzian action, i.e. ISch =
∫
du Sch(t, u), is pro-
portional to t˙−1 d
du
Sch(t, u), which means that Sch(t, u) is a constant. Thus, the solutions
to this equation of motion are either (A.178) or
t(u) = p+ q tan(ru+ s). (A.179)
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If we set
dt
du
= e−ϕ(u), (A.180)
then we find
Sch(t, u) = −1
2
ϕ˙2 − ϕ¨ = e−2ϕ
(
−ϕ′′ + 1
2
(ϕ′)2
)
, (A.181)
where note that ϕ′ = ∂tϕ = eϕϕ˙. In this case, the Schwarzian action can be expressed as∫
du Sch(t, u) =
∫
dte−ϕ
(
−ϕ′′ + 1
2
(ϕ′)2
)
. (A.182)
B Gravity action for d = 2 with another UV cutoff
z
Q1
Σ
x
ρ
AdSd
AdSd+1
AdSd
y
Q2
Figure 17: A sketch of d = 2 wedge holography with another UV cutoff.
Here, we evaluate the gravity action (in Lorentzian signature) for the choice of the UV
cutoff given by (refer to Fig. 17)
y ≥ f(t). (B.183)
Notice that this is different from the regularization we employed in section 4. The total
gravity action looks like
IG =
1
16piGN
∫
Wedge
√−g(R− 2Λ) + 1
8piGN
∫
Q1∪Q2
√−γ(K − T ) + 1
8piGN
∫
Σ
√−γK.
(B.184)
Note that in our setup we have
R = − 6
L2
, Λ = − 1
L2
, T =
1
L
tanh
ρ∗
L
. (B.185)
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We find
1
16piGN
∫
Wedge
√−g(R− 2Λ) = − 1
4piGN
(
ρ∗ + L sinh
ρ∗
L
cosh
ρ∗
L
)∫ dt
f(t)
,
1
8piGN
∫
Q1∪Q2
√−γ(K − T ) = L
4piGN
sinh
ρ∗
L
cosh
ρ∗
L
∫
dt
f(t)
. (B.186)
Thus, the sum of these two contributions simplifies as
1
16piGN
∫
Wedge
√−g(R− 2Λ) + 1
8piGN
∫
Q1∪Q2
√−γ(K − T ) = −ρ∗
4piGN
∫
dt
f(t)
. (B.187)
To calculate the contribution from the Σ surface, we need to calculate the extrinsic
curvature Kab = (∇aNb)Σ. The out-going (unit normalized) normal vector is given by
(N t, Ny, Nρ) =
f(t)
L cosh ρ
R
√
1− f ′(t)2 (−f
′(t),−1, 0). (B.188)
The trace of extrinsic curvature is computed as
K =
1
L cosh ρ
L
· 1− f
′2 − ff ′′
(1− f ′2)3/2 . (B.189)
Therefore, we find
1
8piGN
∫
Σ
√−γK = ρ∗
4piGN
∫
dt
√
1− f ′2
f
· 1− f
′2 − ff ′′
(1− f ′2)3/2 . (B.190)
Since the induced metric on Σ looks like
ds2 = −L2 1− f
′2
f 2
dt2, (B.191)
we introduce the Weyl scaling factor as e2ϕ = 1−f
′2
f2
. Assuming the usual UV cutoff
property f  1, we can make the expansion
f(t) ' e−ϕ(t) +O(e−3ϕ). (B.192)
This leads to
1
8piGN
∫
Σ
√−γK ' ρ∗
4piGN
∫
dte−ϕ
(
e2ϕ − 1
2
(ϕ′)2 + ϕ′′
)
. (B.193)
By using the expression for the Schwarzian action (A.182), the latter action (B.193) can
be rewritten as3
1
8piGN
∫
Σ
√−γK ' ρ∗
4piGN
∫
dteϕ (1− Sch(t, u)) . (B.194)
3Actually, here we have rescaled eϕ → eϕ.
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However, if we add the bulk contribution (B.187) and evaluate the total gravity action
on this wedge, then the Schwarzian action above is canceled, i.e.
IG ' ρ∗
4piGN
∫
dte−ϕ(−(ϕ′)2 + ϕ′′) = 0, (B.195)
where we have performed partial integration.
So far we ignored the Hayward term. Indeed, this gives the trivial contribution as the
angle between Q1,2 and Σ is θ =
pi
2
:
IH =
1
4piGN
∫
Σ
(pi − θ)√γ = 1
8GN
∫
dt
√
1− g˙2
g
=
1
8GN
∫
dteϕ. (B.196)
In this way, we again find that there is no Schwarzian term in the total gravity action as
long as we impose the Neumann boundary condition on Q1 and Q2.
On the other hand, if we assume the Dirichlet boundary condition on both Q1 and
Q2, then we do not need to add the term − 18piGN
∫ √−γT in (B.184). Then, the bulk
contribution vanishes and we find that the Schwarzian term appears as
IG ' ρ∗
4piGN
∫
dteϕ (1− Sch(t, u)) , (B.197)
where the coordinate u is defined such that ds2 = −L2
(
1−f ′2
f2
)
dt2 = −L2du2.
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